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Abstract
This qualitative phenomenology dissertation in practice study identifies the practices
millennial supervisors reported using with baby boomer subordinates and reported on
which practices millennials found helpful or unsuccessful in light of ongoing workplace
changes. Millennial and baby boomer coworkers may face challenges in the workplace in
part because of their differing worldviews, resulting in a variation of values, workplace
preferences, and expectations of supervisors and organizations. This information will
assist in optimizing teams and individualizing approaches to the person rather than the
generation. While worldviews for all generations differ because of their experiences and
may lead to workplace difficulties, attention to each person as an individual can support
better interactions by strengthening relationships and reducing the effects of stereotypes
on workplace interactions. Through a three-part plan: an Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire, used to learn about employee preferences and styles,
Workplace Learnings, workshops focused on soft skills and other special topics, and
informal interactions such as luncheons, coffee chats, and other activities led by
managers, supervisors will have further strategies to support individuals and to strengthen
interaction between all generations in the workplace.
Keywords: baby boomers, millennials, supervising practices, generations,
relationships
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Millennials and baby boomers working together can encounter challenges within
organizations. These challenges appear to arise due to the differences in worldview
among generations (Dencker et al., 2008). As there is a shift in the generations active in
the workplace, more millennials are found to be supervising the older generations
(Zemke et al., 2013). This combination has been associated with negative organizational
outcomes and behaviors (Dencker et al., 2008), though that is not always the case.
Examination of how millennial managers’ report interactions between generations and
the effects they report in these interactions is particularly important in light of ongoing
workplace changes. This qualitative dissertation in practice study explored the practices
millennials reported as they supervised baby boomers. In an effort to understand relevant
terms, operational definitions are given, and the methodology described. Delimitations,
limitations, and personal biases are identified, along with reflection from the scholarpractitioner.
Statement of the Problem
Researchers believe differences beyond age exist among all generations, creating
challenges as millennials and baby boomers work together in organizations (Dencker et
al., 2008). Millennials and baby boomers face challenges in part because of their differing
worldviews. Work values, job satisfaction, job retention, motivation, and organizational
commitment are just a few of the differences generalized among millennials and baby
boomers (Cennamo & Gardner, 2008; Martin & Ottemann, 2015). These differences can
cause misperception, prejudice, and poor communication in the workplace (Barnes,
2013).
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The number of millennials supervising older generations in the workplace is
rising (Zemke et al., 2013). Young leaders managing older employees has been
associated with negative organizational outcomes such as conflict, miscommunication,
poor relationships, reduction of productivity, and fewer positive behaviors (Dencker et
al., 2008). There are problems in the workplace between generations. The literature
provides little information about how millennials go about supervising an older
generation, baby boomers, in the workplace, how they view interactions with their
subordinate baby boomers and what practices they use to strengthen relationships. This
study contributes to understanding approaches and practices to strengthen interactions
between generations.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative dissertation in practice study was to identify the
practices millennial supervisors reported using with baby boomer subordinates and the
extent to which millennials found these helpful or unsuccessful in light of ongoing
workplace changes.
Research Questions
The following research questions (RQ) guided this study:
RQ1: What practices do millennial supervisors report using with baby boomer
subordinates?
RQ2: What practices do millennial supervisors report finding helpful or unsuccessful in
supporting baby boomer subordinates meet workplace outcomes?

2
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Aim of the Study
There is little published information about the strategies millennial managers use
in supervising baby boomers to support their organizations and subordinates to strengthen
interactions between generations. This gap is significant since Dencker et al. (2008) argue
that there will be more intergenerational negativity as people from upcoming generations
take on more supervisory roles. The goal of this study is to understand the practices
millennial managers reported as they supervised baby boomers and to use the information
as a foundation for identifying potential effective interactions between older and younger
workers.
As the number of millennial leaders continues to rise in organizations, the need to
understand their leadership experience increases (Dencker et al., 2008), especially in
supervising older generations (Zemke et al., 2013). This study contributes to knowledge
and practice by exploring the approaches millennials reported using to supervise baby
boomers, using these reports as a basis for potential effective interactions.
My intent is to share information from the study to educate millennial managers,
trainers, or human resources on successful and unsuccessful approaches to supervising
and connecting with baby boomers. This study informs practice by providing an
opportunity to discuss expectations, practices, and strategies for the workplace based on
reports of millennial managers with baby boomer subordinates. Bringing together
expertise based on reported experiences has the potential to guide future conversations or
potential trainings for the workplace.
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The aim of this dissertation in practice is to improve the practices millennials use
to supervise baby boomers in the workplace as a way to strengthen interaction between
these generations.
Definition of Relevant Terms
The following terms will be used operationally within this study.
Generation: a cohort with collective attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors due
to shared experiences during a particular time during formative years (Arsenault, 2004;
Balda & Mora, 2011; Becton et al., 2014; Benson & Brown, 2011; Cennamo & Gardner,
2008; Costanza et al., 2012).
Millennials: Individuals born between 1980 and 2000 (Zemke et al., 2013).
Baby boomers: Individuals born between 1946 and 1964 (Balda & Mora, 2011;
Barnes, 2013).
Manage/Supervise: each term identifies a person with a role, yet both interact
with subordinates and support team success through a focus on people and tasks (Azad et
al., 2017). These terms are used interchangeably for the purposes of this study.
Personal values orientation (PVO): the influence of personality, family
background, and other social experiences on the shared experiences of a generation
(Weber, 2017).
Methodology Overview
The qualitative approach of phenomenology was used in this study to collect
information about practices millennials reported using to supervise baby boomers. This
approach is a means to collect in-depth data to understand the subjects’ perspectives and
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develop a holistic picture, as Roberts (2010) suggests. He also suggests this approach to
better understand the meanings people attach to their world.
Phenomenology focuses on describing experiences participants reported and how
they experienced them, in this case millennials supervising baby boomers. Research has
suggested that each generation has its own subculture with specific values, beliefs,
understandings, perceptions, orientation, and behaviors (Balda & Mora, 2011). The key
to phenomenology is interpretation of the meaning of the experiences shared by
participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In this study, I conducted in-depth Zoom
interviews with 14 millennials who supervised baby boomers.
Data analysis for this research process moved from specific to general. First,
interviews were transcribed by a reputable outside company, Rev.com. As the researcher,
I reviewed the transcriptions, which were then loaded into MAXQDA for coding.
MAXQDA is a software program for computer-assisted qualitative data analysis.
Transcribed data was then categorized through coding. The findings were generated
based on a contextual analysis of the data and put into themes. Patterns that emerged
from the data and relevant stories or quotes from the participants added narrative and
depth to the themes.
Delimitations, Limitations, and Personal Biases
There were several limitations to this study based on the phenomenological
approach. Small sample size was a limitation to generalizability. Another potential
limitation was reliance on self-reports.
Several delimitations were necessary to narrow the scope of the study. The
participants who were interviewed were a small number of millennials. In addition, only
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millennial perspectives were collected. I did not interview baby boomers to explore their
perspective of millennials as their supervisors.
Finally, there was also potential for bias to occur throughout the study. Honest
self-reflection about how my background as the researcher and a millennial may bring
bias was essential. I focused on following interview protocol and reminded myself of the
purpose of the study before each interview. Avoiding leading questions and personal
impressions was a way to avoid bias when collecting data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
This was done by carefully following the interview protocol, and I was vigilant not to
lead the participant when reflecting back what was heard in their responses to interview
questions, maintaining the credibility of the study. Prior to each interview, I reviewed the
purpose of the study and interview protocol alone and shared the purpose of following the
interview protocol with each participant at the start of the interview, which was helpful in
controlling bias throughout the process.
Reflections of the Scholar-Practitioner
The dissertation in practice experience required me to take time to reflect on
millennials as supervisors to baby boomer subordinates and how this might impact my
own supervisory style in the future. Prior to the research I experienced and heard from
numerous professionals that there was conflict in the workplace among millennials and
baby boomers. Additionally, I was interested in generations and understanding the
similarities and differences, specifically between baby boomers and millennials, in
comparison to how they are typically characterized. This interest encouraged me to focus
my research on the workplace practices between the two generations and want to share it
with others. Researching this topic helped me understand the different ways individuals
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have engaged with members of a generation whose worldview may be quite different. As
a leadership coach, I want to be able to offer others insight into the different generational
preferences. I believe this knowledge would add to the tools I already have to help people
understand themselves and others, raising self-awareness. Justification of having
knowledge about the generations as a coach was found through the interview process
where participants noted a lack of training for millennials supervising older subordinates
and manager training in general.
As a millennial, I recognized that prior to my focus on this research, I perpetuated
the stereotypes and made assumptions about baby boomers simply because of the
prevalent perceived stereotypes and anecdotal reports instead of treating each person as
an individual. I was aware individualizing an experience for each person was one way to
lead and manage, but this study, and all the research and conversations leading up to it,
helped me critically think about the specific interactions between millennials and baby
boomers and be open to further perspectives based on experiences shared by participants
and the literature review.
Furthermore, this dissertation in practice process required me to practice
reflection-on-action. Because of my classification as a millennial, early on I needed to
understand any potential bias I brought to the findings from the research and be open
about this with my dissertation chair and committee member as well as participants prior
to the start of interviews. I made time for deliberative reflection throughout this entire
process, truly considering how I framed questions and reflected back responses. I made
time prior to and after each interview to review the interview protocol and participant
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responses. Not only did this focus on my own actions keep my bias in check but allowed
the opportunity for further examination of what I heard from the participants.
Summary
This chapter introduced the challenges faced in the workplace due to the differing
worldviews of millennials and baby boomers. The chapter also identified the need to not
only identify the practices used by millennials to supervise baby boomer subordinates but
develop strategies to support organizations and improve interactions between generations.
Finally, the importance of recognizing potential bias throughout the study because of my
identification as a millennial was identified.
Chapter Two further grounds this study in the literature regarding millennials and
baby boomers in the workplace.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review discusses the influence generational worldview has on
organizational practices used by millennials (born 1980 to 2000) supervising baby
boomers (born 1946 to 1964). According to Dencker et al. (2008), young leaders
managing older employees may lead to negative organizational outcomes such as
conflict, miscommunication, poor relationships, reduction of productivity, and fewer
positive behaviors from the older generation. Insights into the generations as social
categories gives a view of generations in a multigenerational work setting (Van Rossem,
2018). Furthermore, several researchers report that understanding the varying roles and
expectations of supervisors of different generations lays a foundation for influencing
future practices (Arsenault, 2004; Balda & Mora, 2011; Martin & Ottemann, 2015).
Generational Differences
The academic literature offers varying definitions of generation. Mannheim
(1928/1952) is a common source for generation theory, claiming that being a part of a
birth cohort gives a common place in social and historical time for specific relevant
characteristics and actions. The researcher acknowledges not all cohort members will
experience things in exactly the same way, but the similarities are a starting point to
categorize the cohorts. Other researchers define a generation as an age cohort of people
with collective memories from their formative years, sharing a common culture and a
persona of attitudes, values, beliefs, and lifestyles that do not change with age (Arsenault,
2004; Benson & Brown, 2011). Similarly, Balda and Mora (2011) describe a generation
as a subculture of values, beliefs, understandings, perceptions, orientation, and behaviors.
Several other researchers describe a generation as a cohort of a similar age-group,
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location, common influences, significant life events, and shared experiences (Becton et
al., 2014; Cennamo & Gardner, 2008; Costanza et al., 2012). Based on the combined
research and for the purpose of this literature review, a generation is defined as a cohort
with collective attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors arising from shared experiences
during members’ shared formative years.
Those within a generation bond because of similar experience, we-feelings, and
we-identity (Elias, 1991/2012, as cited in Connolly, 2019), characterized by defining
moments in each generation. Arsenault (2004) argues these differences lay a groundwork
for a workplace diversity problem that needs addressing since different generations are
working together now more than ever. Age diversity in society is increasing with the
largest age gap between generations in the workplace being between baby boomers and
millennials (Dencker et al., 2008). Differences between generations are at least in part
explained by age and life stage. Furthermore, generational cohort theory (Manheim,
1928/1952) and generational stereotypes on attitudes help explain differences in

workplace behavior. According to Becton et al. (2014), the shared experiences within a
generation affect the attitudes, values, beliefs, and expectations of the generation groups.
Accordingly, in-group generational worldview and out-group perceptions may give rise
to conflict in the multigenerational workplace (Van Rossem, 2018).
Defining Moments for Baby Boomers and Millennials
Millennials and baby boomers are said to describe themselves differently from
each other, likely due to their differing worldviews. Their worldviews reflect what
defines them as a generation (Mannheim, 1928/1952), evolving from shared experiences
during their formative years, which may lead to collective attitudes, values, beliefs, and
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behaviors. Through categorization of birth years and defining moments, generational
nicknames are given to each cohort, and values and attitudes of that cohort are
generalized. This information can be found in Table 1 and Appendix A.
A common way to classify generations is by birth years, though there is
conflicting information among researchers. The average duration of a generation varies
from 15 to 30 years because people are said to still be learning in that time span and this
early research states that by age 60 a person quits public life (Mannheim, 1928/1952).
According to one set of researchers, baby boomers were born between 1946 and 1964
(Balda & Mora, 2011; Barnes, 2013; Gallup, 2016). Another researcher claims their birth
years to be 1944 to 1960 (Arsenault, 2004). Additionally, 1945 to 1964 (Becton et al.,
2014) and 1943 to 1960 are suggested as birth years for this generation (Zemke et al.,
2013). For the purpose of this study 1946 to 1964 will be the years used to designate baby
boomers because it is where there is most agreement in the literature.
Birth year ranges are one of the primary ways to classify the generational cohorts
(Mannheim, 1928/1952). Millennials were born after 1980 (Arsenault, 2004; Becton et
al., 2014), according to some researchers, a range that is closely related to a narrower
claim of 1980 to 1999 (Balda & Mora, 2011). Other researchers classify millennials as
those born 1982 to 2004 (Barnes, 2013) and 1980 to 1996 (Gallup, 2016). This review of
the literature will use the years 1980 to 2000, also noted by Zemke et al. (2013), to
classify millennials since this seems to be a compromise among the research.
Not only do birth years classify the generations into cohorts, but defining
moments are said to influence each generation. Mannheim’s (1928/1952) work
determines defining moments give context to shared experiences during formative years
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of generational cohorts. His idea of individual existence, yet togetherness in the same
world plays out with a person’s own interpretation of the impact the experience had on
them. According to Zemke et al.’s (2013) research which established groundwork for
significant subsequent research through surveys, discussions and focus groups, and
interviews with managers and experts on the sociology of generations, with their findings
corroborated from a list of research organizations such as the National Center for
Educational Statistics, Pew Research, and the Annenberg Foundation, these defining
moments are lived experiences of the generations, giving each generation a collective
memory during critical developmental stages of life. Collective memories, or as referred
to by Mannheim (1928/1952), shared formative experiences, influence the attitudes and
behaviors of individuals later in life. According to Weber’s (2017) data from 556
Rokeach Value Surveys completed by undergraduate students at a mid-size institution in
the United States, while major life events of each generational cohort are different, they
do affect individuals in the cohorts and their personal values orientation (PVO). Both
baby boomers and millennials have experienced some kind of violence or tragic life
events during their formative years, and Weber’s study discusses the additional influence
of personality, family background, and other social experiences, which impact
individuals within the cohorts.
A few of these key moments, or shared formative experiences, for baby boomers
were the Kennedy and King assassinations, civil rights and women’s rights movements, a
man walking on the moon, the Vietnam War, and Woodstock (Becton et al., 2014).
Zemke et al. (2013) add the trends of prosperity, children in the spotlight, television, and
suburbia as influential in the lives of baby boomers. The United States was in a period of
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expansion and optimism due to the newfound economic stability and the new level of
possibilities due to space exploration, leading to the belief that the world was the baby
boomers to shape and with the world’s purpose being to serve the baby boomers’ needs
(Zemke et al., 2013). Zemke et al. also described baby boomers as valuing team
orientation, personal gratification, health and wellness, personal growth, work, and
involvement. Accordingly, due to the baby boomer cohorts’ large numbers, the
researchers reported baby boomers had to learn to collaborate and cooperate because of
the need to share materials in school. Additionally, Zemke et al. (2013) describe the baby
boomers’ valuing teams due to schools grading on teamwork for the first time. Baby
boomers were also cited as caught up in their own priorities since the growth of
American infrastructure was said to accommodate their needs. Similarly, Becton et al.’s
(2014) findings generalized baby boomers as competitive and measuring success
materialistically.
On the other hand, shared formative experiences and collective memories for
millennials are terrorism, the Oklahoma City bombing, 9/11, Princess Diana’s death,
Desert Storm, and the globalization of society (Becton et al., 2014). According to Zemke
et al. (2013) other influences on millennials are social media, reality television, and
mobile computing, which they have always had. Millennials grew up in a scary world and
because safety and parenting were a high priority they were coddled (Zemke et al., 2013).
This generational cohort was also reported as having more daily interaction with other
cultures (Arsenault, 2004; Zemke et al., 2013). Because of their greater contact with more
racial groups, millennials are said to find value in diversity, while other core values of the
generation include achievement, sociability, and civic duty (Zemke et al., 2013). This
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same research also stated millennials viewed themselves as self-reliant and confident,
given the uncertainty of the world. According to Dencker et al. (2008), these collective
memories helped the cohort members learn about the world, themselves in it, and assisted
in the development of expectations of the world they are a part of.
Additional context to the generations is their members’ lived experiences through
the defining moments discussed above, said to influence the values and attitudes of the
individuals categorized among them (Dencker et al., 2018). The memories from these
generational experiences are likely to predict later behaviors and attitudes as found by
Dencker et al. (2018). According to Arsenault (2004), millennials are positive about the
future, and hold patriotism high. This positivity and patriotism in millennials likely stem
from their renewed focus on home and family in the aftermaths of 9/11 and their focus on
collective action and community service as a way to improve the world they were living
in (Zemke et al., 2013). Over 3,000 questionnaire responses from baby boomer and
millennial job applicants in United States healthcare revealed that millennials need to find
meaning in their work, measure success by having meaning in their lives, and have a
desire to be lifelong learners (Becton et al., 2014). The research also stated that family
connection was a factor in the happiness of millennials. According to Becton et al.
(2014), millennials are seen as entitled and distrustful of their organizations. Some of this
distrust from millennials may be linked to layoffs and unemployment early in their
careers (Zemke et al., 2013).
While many characteristics differ between generations, at least in part due to their
collective memories, there is overlap with both generations valuing optimism and
confidence (Balda & Mora, 2011; Zemke et al., 2013). The same 3,000 United States
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healthcare respondent questionnaires from Becton et al.’s (2014) study reported both
baby boomers and millennials as achievement-oriented and feel pressure from others and
themselves to do well. Similar to millennials, baby boomers want control over their
destiny, value their independence, and are loyal and respectful of authority (Becton et al.,
2014). The noted characteristics of baby boomers and millennials gives some perspective
to the cohort temperaments. Generational stereotypes are characterized through these
generalizations which contribute to stereotypes, or fixed ideas, applied to groups.
Table 1
Generational Differences
(Arsenault 2004; Balda & Mora, 2011; Becton et al., 2014; Gallup, 2016; Martin &
Ottemann, 2015; Zemke et al., 2013)
Generation Other Names
Years Defining Moments
Values & Expectations
Millennials
Nexters, Echo
1980Terrorism, Oklahoma Distrustful of
Boomers, Internet 2000
City bombing, 9/11,
organizations, desire
Generation, Gen
Princess Di’s death,
meaning in work and
Y, Screenagers,
Desert Storm,
measure success by
Net Generation
personal
having meaning in their
(NetGen), Digital
computers/mobile
life, lifelong learners,
Generation,
computing,
family equals happiness,
Google Generation
globalization of
achievement-oriented,
society, social media, entitled, sociability,
reality television
civic duty, diversity,
optimism, confidence
Baby
Boomers

Boomers, “Me”
Generation

19461964

Kennedy and King
assassinations, civil
rights and women’s
rights movements,
man walks on the
moon, Vietnam War,
Woodstock,
prosperity, children in
the spotlight,
television, suburbia

Achievement-oriented,
independent, in control
of destiny, respectful of
authority, loyal,
competitive, measure
success materialistically,
team-orientated,
personal gratification,
health and wellness,
personal growth, work,
involvement, optimism,
confidence
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Nicknames and Stereotypes of Baby Boomers and Millennials
Birth year ranges and corresponding collective memories are also used as a basis
for distinctive generational nicknames and stereotypes. While baby boomers only appear
to be known as boomers, short for baby boomers, and as the “me” generation, referring to
the self-involved qualities some observers associate with them (Zemke et al., 2013),
millennials have a long list of nicknames. Research shows nicknames of millennials
include nexters, echo boomers, the internet generation (Arsenault, 2004), screenagers,
Google generation (Balda & Mora, 2011), gen Y, net generation (netgen), and the digital
generation (Balda & Mora, 2011; Zemke et al., 2013). These nicknames support
simplified generalizations or stereotypes about their members.
Van Rossem (2018) contends in high birth-year separation, such as that between
millennials and baby boomers, generational identity is activated to a higher degree, so
there may be stronger stereotyping. According to Van Rossem’s (2018) structured faceto-face interviews with 22 millennial and 20 baby boomer Belgian managers and their
later rating of individuals and bipolar constructs supplied on a Likert scale, a cognitive
mapping approach, baby boomers were found to hold similar judgments about millennials
when scoring millennial coworkers. Stereotypes of their own and other generations were
distinct, even though they were asked to think of coworkers from different generations
and specifically focus on individual beliefs to lessen stereotypes. Instead of viewing
coworkers as individuals they knew, they defaulted to individuals they saw as
representative of the respective generations (Van Rossem, 2018). The study also found
interviewees carried positive views of their in-group, or own generation.
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Van Rossem’s (2018) study indicated the older generations, both baby boomers
and generation x, having negative views about the younger generation, millennials.
Interestingly, millennials view themselves similarly to how other generations perceive
them. These findings also show that each generation views its own generation
characteristics as accurate, and stereotypes have a tendency to guide social interactions,
creating a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Generational Influence in the Workplace
The Belgian managers from Van Rossem’s (2018) study reported the perception
of generational differences as social categories that hold rich meaning. Similarly,
Cennamo and Gardner (2008), shared an increased interest from managers and human
resources in identifying ways to manage and work more collaboratively with different
generations in the workplace. Work values, job satisfaction, job retention, motivation,
and organizational commitment are just a few of the areas of difference generalized
among millennials and baby boomers (Cennamo & Gardner, 2008; Martin & Ottemann,
2015). These differences can cause misperception, prejudice, and poor communication in
the workplace (Barnes, 2013). Further, a practical implication from Van Rossem’s (2018)
research stated stereotypes may lead to poor management decisions as they influence
process. Van Rossem contends insights into these stereotypes may guide more effective
practices for intergenerational synergy, especially since the interviewees were found to
use generations as a way to classify themselves into groups, a practice that may hinder
cooperation and decision-making. The research also stated cross-communication among
generations, when members of one generation’s impressions of the other are not positive,
influences workplace performance. On the other hand, good management of this diversity
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can lead to higher quality decision-making and complex problem-solving processes
because more perspectives are considered (Van Rossem, 2018). Additionally, the
research indicated that rather than assuming traits about generations, individualizing
experiences is said to reduce the stereotypes.
Each generation brings different attitudes to their work life. According to Martin
and Ottemann (2015), attitudinal workplace preference and motivation are shaped by
values, which as previously shown, may differ among the different generations. Baby
boomers have been characterized by a focus on dedication and hard work in the
workplace, often found in more traditional work models (Constanza et al., 2012). While
Van Rossem’s (2018) research suggests that baby boomers seem to be able to put
themselves in perspective, with a realistic understanding of themselves, millennials share
conflicting claims about their own generation or in-group. Millennials claim themselves
as the most open communicators, easiest to deal with, deliver the best work, most goaloriented, and technologically savvy (Van Rossem, 2018). On the other hand, Van Rossem
also found that millennials consider themselves to have less experience and be more in
need of support. Costanza et al. (2012) suggest millennials prefer an emotional
connection with their organizations, as well as an emphasis on freedom and social
involvement, placing high importance on work-life balance, autonomy, and status.
Furthermore, Constanza et al.’s research describes millennials as adaptable; members of
this generation want mentoring and training from their workplace. As reflected by these
reported differences and other literature, there are varying expectations and
characteristics of what millennials and baby boomers want in the workplace and their
expectations of their supervisors.
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Through an understanding of generational cohorts, organizations can work
towards minimizing intergenerational conflict and allowing the forming of constructive
relationships (Dencker et al., 2008). Benson and Brown’s (2011) survey of over 3,000
participants classified by generation in the Australian public sector confirmed
intergenerational differences do exist and demonstrated that these differences provided
challenges to managers in effectively overseeing their workforce. Benson and Brown
stated the importance of understanding how people work and interact, as well as the
ability to predict how workers will respond to the interactions in order to recognize how
to keep workers satisfied. The change in work values from baby boomers to millennials
may require new adjustments in the workplace (Anderson et al., 2017).
Membership in a generational cohort can lead to sets of expectations from
employing organizations based on interactions with co-workers (Dencker et al., 2008).
These expectations by workers are referred to as a psychological contract with the
workplace. If cohort expectations are not met, there can be negative attitudinal outcomes
within the organization. This expectation of the workplace comes from memories of the
earlier mentioned formative experiences and the emotions associated with the experience,
and over time will translate into varying behavioral outcomes (Dencker et al., 2008).
Bencsik et al.’s (2016) survey, interviews, and focus groups with 400 participants
ranging in age from 18 to 64 generated results in which 34.4% of respondents agreed
differing age groups cause problems in the work organization, though more than half
answered it did not cause any conflict, while 14.8% could not answer. These sources of
conflict found were mainly focused on communication and the difference in ways of
thinking. Conclusions from Bencsik et al.’s research indicates the best way to solve the
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difficulties is through discussion and managerial intervention. The research also showed
there are advantages to working with different generations: mutual help, respect, better
ideas, and a motivating atmosphere.
Four Generations in the Workplace, Yet Baby Boomers Remain
If baby boomers are at the age of retirement, it might be asked why they are still
in the workplace. According to Benson and Brown (2011), baby boomers seem to occupy
more senior positions due to their knowledge of experience. Accordingly, they often
define themselves by their careers, finding higher job satisfaction and a lower willingness
to quit than other generations. With medical advancements and the downturn of the
economy, many baby boomers continue to stay past the typical retirement age and are
working alongside millennials (Zemke et al., 2013). There is also a shortage of skilled
and managerial workers to replace the baby boomers, and so they are incentivized by
organizations to remain in the workplace (Benson & Brown, 2011). The combination of
wanting to maintain the lifestyle they have become accustomed to and a shift away from
a specific retirement age has led many baby boomers to engage in the workplace in
different ways (Benson & Brown, 2011; Zemke et al., 2013).
Expectations of Supervisors in the Workplace
Several reports of the literature noted baby boomers have their own expectations
of supervisors in their workplace. In Arsenault’s (2004) study of over 200 boomers,
participants were asked to rank-order characteristics they most admired in leaders, using
an instrument based on Kouzes and Posner’s Admired Leaders scale. Findings showed
baby boomers are more likely to want supervisors who have expertise in challenging,
inspiring, and enabling personal values, ethics, and standards. Similarly, Benson and
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Brown’s (2011) study of the Australian public sector reported baby boomers do want coworker and supervisor support and want those supervisors to be trained and make
relevant promotional opportunities available to them. This generational cohort was said to
prefer a collegial and like-minded style of manager, allowing the opportunity for
autonomy and self-expression (Arsenault, 2004; Martin & Ottemann, 2015).
In the work environment, baby boomers want credit for their work and need
positive messages to build their workplace satisfaction (Martin & Ottemann, 2005).
According to Zemke et al. (2013), baby boomers need assurance their experience is
valued and to be given opportunities to excel and be seen as great. The same researchers’
stated leaders need to tread lightly and treat baby boomers as individuals, not as the
elders in the workplace.
Furthermore, after a review of the literature, millennials report consistent
expectations of supervisor relationships and a team approach. Relationships and a team
approach appear to be central to this cohort for accomplishing personal and professional
goals (Arsenault, 2004; Balda & Mora, 2011; Martin & Ottemann, 2015). In Arsenault’s
(2004) study of generations, over 150 millennial participants ranked characteristics they
admired and expected of leaders on a checklist. Determination, ambition, competence,
and a willingness to challenge the system as change agents were ranked high. Millennials
want immediate recognition, expecting continuous feedback, structure, and personal
attention from managers (Martin & Ottemann, 2015).
According to Zemke et al. (2013), managers and leaders are expected to believe in
and help millennials learn through frequent and specific feedback. This feedback assists
millennials in proving their worth and creating connection in the supervisory relationship
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(Zemke et al., 2013). Relationships are important to this cohort, and the connections are
made through solid communication and personalized attention from superiors with the
expectation of a reciprocating relationship (Anderson et al., 2017). The millennial
generation is said to require the most supervision and mentoring in the workforce,
needing their views to be consistently heard (Martin & Ottemann, 2015).
Finally, there are areas both millennials and baby boomers find vital in a
supervisor. Based on the research of Arsenault (2004), both generations admire honest
leaders and rank competence and loyalty high in importance. Accordingly, a strong leader
is seen as capable, effective, and knowledgeable. These two generations find the value of
learning and developing in a way that works best for the individual and expect leaders to
facilitate that process (Arsenault, 2004). Distinctions between millennials and baby
boomers may cause organizations to consider differentiating management, recruitment,
and rewards, but this is dependent upon who is in leadership roles and on expectations
cohort members have of the organization (Becton et al., 2014).
Millennials as Supervisors in the Workplace
As the number of millennial supervisors continues to rise in organizations, the
need to understand their experience increases (Dencker et al., 2008). As of 2015,
millennials were the largest age group in the workforce (Anderson et al., 2017). New
generations bring new ideas and behaviors, and companies need to be willing to make
shifts in organizations (Anderson et al., 2017). This organizational shift has been noted
by Anderson et al. in connection to retaining millennials who want a sense of purpose,
access to mentors, flexibility, and a tech savvy work environment, though this is not
necessarily what research has reported baby boomers are looking for as they stay in the
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workplace. Researchers say these differing expectations may mean millennials are likely
to take individualized approaches to employees across generations, which will help build
trust. Fittingly, millennials as managers may not be as likely to invest in their
subordinates because they are less interested in the work of others, they may have an
overinflated view of their own abilities (Anderson et al., 2017), or their motivation may
be driven by the desire for decision-making power (Bencsik et al., 2016). Consistent with
Anderson et al.’s findings, Weber (2017) stated millennial managers’ personal values
orientation (PVO) is generally consistent with baby boomer managers’ PVO, favoring
personal values over social, rather than moral value orientation, and nearly half of the
millennials in Weber’s study demonstrated having this PVO, confirming the self-interest
focus. Leadership is not just seen through leader behaviors but through the follower’s
perceptions of those behaviors (Anderson et al., 2017).
Proposals for Supervising Older Workers
Organizations need to be creative and proactive in managing all members of the
workforce, given the challenges of contemporary work (Anderson et al., 2017). As
workers age, there may be a shift in focus to more emotional meaningfulness, a desire for
interesting work, autonomy and flexibility, use of already learned skills, delegation of the
responsibility to learn a new project, and job security (Calo, 2007; Zacher et al., 2018).
According to Zacher et al. (2018), positive outcomes are more likely if managers draw on
accumulated knowledge and experience of older workers. Additionally, because of their
experience, older workers have been said to grow with opportunities to mentor younger
workers. According to Greller and Stroh (2004), many older workers feel under-utilized,
so utilizing employees to advise managers about historical organizational strategies is one
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idea to show they are valued. Due to the need to retain older workers since there is a gap
in available and qualified workers, accommodations that are not typical within
organizations may be made: regular training for continuous development, support for
family responsibilities, lateral job moves, and making the older workers feel valued, so
they are motivated to develop (Greller & Stroh, 2004; Zacher et al., 2018).
According to Bencsik et al. (2016), in order for managers to take appropriate
measures, they need to be aware of the characteristics of the workplace attitudes of each
generation, incorporating intergenerational management. Due to the differing values,
attitudes, and workplace expectations, flexibility and technical knowledge may become
sources of conflict between the generations (Anderson et al., 2017). Zacher et al. (2018)
contend creating age-diverse teams allows for knowledge-sharing and minimizes age
stereotyping and discrimination.
While baby boomers are considered older workers in this literature review, there
were some studies that focused specifically on considerations for supervising baby
boomers. A focus on challenges and discussion directed at the near future of the company
are said to engage baby boomers (Zemke et al., 2013). This means engaging in the future
is important and calls for further development of the baby boomers in areas of strategic
planning, budgeting, technology, and soft skills. Zemke et al. (2013) argue that leaders
needs to think of the baby boomer as an equal and continue to engage them every step of
the way, respecting their experience.
Gentry et al.’s (2011) research showed managers from different generations are
more alike than different with regard to leadership practices they believe are important,
and their level of skill with those practices. Gentry et al.’s study consisted of over 3,000
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baby boomers and more than 400 millennials who were also American managers as part
of some form of leadership development training. Participants were asked to choose eight
of 16 leadership practices they felt were necessary for success in their organizations.
Results were consistent in finding the leadership practices of leading employees, change
management, and building and mending relationships as important to both millennials
and baby boomers (Gentry et al., 2011). Additionally, bosses did not rate managers as
highly effective in these leadership practices for both generations. The study found
differences matter and putting people at ease as areas of skill necessary for the managers,
though managers themselves did not consider these areas of skill as important for
success. Furthermore, Gentry et al.’s (2011) research found baby boomer and millennial
managers are more similar in the leadership practices they find important and their skill
level in those leadership practices.
Summary
This literature review of generational differences, particularly studies focusing on
baby boomers and millennials, draws on the influences of shared generational
worldviews on workplace interaction. Both generations have high expectations of
honesty and competency in their supervisors and are themselves characterized as
achievement-oriented, valuing their independence, and considered loyal and respectful of
authority (Becton et al., 2014). Though there are similarities, there are also differences in
formative experiences which were found to impact generational attitudes, values, beliefs,
behaviors, and supervisory expectations associated with millennials and baby boomers
that may lead to conflict in the workplace (Mannheim, 1928/1952; Weber, 2017). Since
2015, when millennials became the largest age group in the workplace, there has been a
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shift in the workplace towards retaining this cohort, though baby boomers are remaining
in the workplace longer (Anderson et al., 2017). Because of the baby boomers’ newfound
longevity in the workplace (Zemke et al., 2013), maneuvering the practices for
supervising older workers is valuable given the challenges of existing work
environments. Through an understanding of generational cohorts, organizations can work
towards minimizing intergenerational conflict and form constructive relationships
(Dencker et al., 2008).
Chapter Three describes the data collection process of this qualitative
phenomenological study, explaining the snowball sampling used to recruit participants,
the interview protocol, and use of Zoom, Rev.com, and MAXQDA in the data collection
and analysis process.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Researchers have revealed differences in worldview among all generations and
argue that these differences create challenges as millennials attempt to supervise baby
boomers. One of the ways generational cohorts evolve is from shared experiences during
their formative years, which may lead to collective attitudes, values, beliefs, and
behaviors for their cohort (Mannheim, 1928/1952; Weber, 2017). As the number of
millennials in the workforce continues to rise and more are supervising older generations
(Zemke et al., 2013), a correlation has been identified with fewer positive behaviors,
more conflict, miscommunication, poor relationships, and reduction of productivity
(Dencker et al., 2008). This is not to say there are not positive experiences of millennials
supervising baby boomers, but in light of the increase in millennials supervising baby
boomers, more information is needed regarding the experiences of millennials as they
manage older workers. Identifying the practices and approaches of millennial supervisors
of baby boomers and the outcomes of these practices is an important contribution to
strengthen interactions between generations reducing the effects of stereotypes on
workplace interactions.
This qualitative dissertation in practice study explored the practices a sample of
millennial supervisors and managers reported they used as they supervised baby boomers.
Insight into these intergenerational workings may guide the development of practices to
enhance intergenerational cooperation and help bridge potential relationship gaps.
Importantly, while there are identifiable generalized social categories in generational
cohorts (Van Rossem, 2018), individuals within them are not uniform.
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Research Question
The following research questions (RQ) guided this study:
RQ1: What practices do millennial supervisors report using with baby boomer
subordinates?
RQ2: What practices do millennial supervisors report finding helpful or unsuccessful in
supporting baby boomer subordinates meet workplace outcomes?
Method
This dissertation describes results from a qualitative phenomenological study
which aims to better understand millennial-baby boomer workplace interaction by
sampling millennial managers reports of supervising baby boomers and the strategies
they used to support organizations and individuals and improve interaction between these
generations. Qualitative research is a means to collect in-depth data to understand the
perspective and see a holistic picture (Roberts, 2010). This approach is used when
researchers are most interested in the meanings people attach to their world. More
specifically, a phenomenology describes “what” was experienced and “how” it was
experienced (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Research Design Overview
Phenomenology focuses on a complete description of the world as people make
sense of it. Specifically, this research reports how millennial participants view their
experiences supervising baby boomers. The key to this design is the focus on significant
statements from participants and placing the statements into broader themes (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). As the researcher, I conducted in-depth, Zoom interviews with 14
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millennials (born between 1980 and 2000) who supervised baby boomers (born between
1946 and 1964) in the workplace.
According to Creswell and Poth (2018), phenomenology is not only a description
but an interpretive process where the researcher focuses on the meaning of participants’
reported experiences. Both a textural and structural description were used. A textural
description focuses on the participants’ reported experience, while the structural
description focuses on the context or how they experienced it (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
This combination allows a procedural approach to understand the shared experiences of
the phenomenon.
In phenomenology, the researcher begins with a general theoretical focus related
to what they hoped to find and then looked for specific patterns within the research
through interviews (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Social constructivism is a theoretical
perspective that focuses on the lived experience and interactions with others (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). This perspective assisted in focusing on patterns of social
organization between millennials and baby boomers and acknowledges the significance
of persona, cultural, and historical experiences. Additionally, postmodernism
perspectives reflect contemporary changes in ways of thinking, while showcasing the
condition of today's world (Creswell & Poth 2018), permitting interrogation of the values
of the individual cultures through a subjective-objective reality. A combination of the two
theories offered insight into the generations being studied through interviews.
Participants
Participants were selected based on their categorization as millennials (born 1980
to 2000) who supervised baby boomers (born 1946 to 1964). The only other requirement
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was the participant had supervised a baby boomer for a minimum of one year. This was
based on self-reporting. The goal was for a variety of workplaces to be represented
among the selected millennials. The sample consisted of 14 participants from the
millennial generation. I reached out to an initial population of millennials from an
international sorority to identify those who met the criteria as a millennial and supervisor
of a baby boomer. All of the initial population of millennials from the international
sorority who met the criteria became participants in this study. Collecting the contact
information of the initial group and then asking for recommendations of others who
might fit the study criteria then assisted in accumulation of additional participants
(Babbie, 2017). This snowball sampling recruitment strategy was applied for this study.
Snowball sampling is used to gain access to a population that is either underserved,
vulnerable, stigmatized, or fit within narrowly defined characteristics (Sadler et al.,
2010). Using the personal social networks of the initial sample, this chain-referral,
recruiting tool helped in reaching the target participant. Though the initial population was
all females, snowball sampling allowed for recommendations of both male and female
participants. According to Sadler et al. (2010), the inherent trust the procedure prompted
increased the likelihood the identified potential participant would agree to speak to the
researcher. The sample group, drawn from the population of millennial supervisors of
baby boomer subordinates, grew with each interview. Initial participants made
recommendations of individuals that met the criteria for the study and offered a range of
millennials from different industries. I confirmed the classification of a millennial and
that the individual supervised at least one baby boomer for one year, as well as made sure
there was no overlap in the industry represented.
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Once participants agreed to be a part of the study, they were labeled with a
pseudonym to keep their identity anonymous and confidential, yet still be able to share
their workplace experiences. Pseudonyms, years in position, sex, industry, age, and
management level are listed in Table 2 and Appendix B. The millennials supervisors
experience in their management positions ranged from one year to 17 years in their
specific role as manager and director levels or c-level executives in their organizations.
The organizations represented in this study included healthcare, technology,
manufacturing and production, military, higher education, non-profit, financial, and
volunteer management. Millennial supervisors worked in different industries and
represented different parts of the generation as older (born 1980 to 1990) and younger
(born 1991 to 2000) millennials. There were 10 supervisors who represented the older
millennials in the age range of 31 and older and four who represented the younger
millennial supervisors in the age range of 30 and younger. Of the supervisors, six were
male and eight were female. Though the data is specific to a small number of participants
their situations may be seen as representative to the variety of industries represented for
transferability.
An assumption going into this research was that millennials supervising baby
boomers, though from different workplaces, would likely encounter similar experiences.
Millennials who supervised at least one baby boomer in their workplaces and had been
doing so for at least one year, were selected and in-depth Zoom interviews were
conducted. Saturation was reached when new insights were not revealed with fresh data
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018). For this study, saturation occurred after the first few
interviews as only slight variations in specific practices were noted. According to Sadler
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et al. (2010), snowball sampling tends to cause difficulty in knowing whether new
information could be found from a more random sample. This form of “narrowcasting”
was appropriate, however, when working with a narrowly defined population that might
otherwise be difficult to reach.
Table 2
Millennial Sample Group
_______________________________________________________________________
Participant
Years in
Millennial
Management/
Sex
Industry
Pseudonyms Position
Age*
Supervisor Level
Tim

8

M

Technology

Older

C-Level

Brad

17

M

Construction

Older

C-Level

Jenna

2

F

Older

C-Level

Kendra

3, 5

F

Older

C-Level &
Manager/Director

Samantha

9

F

Older

Manager/Director

Katie

2, 12

F

Older

C-Level &
Manager/Director

Marcus

2

M

Younger

Manager/Director

Leah

6.5

F

Younger

C-Level

Andrea

1

F

Younger

Manager/Director

Becca

2

F

Older

Manager/Director

Rob

10

M

Manufacturing

Older

Manager/Director

Mike

1.5

M

Logistics

Older

Manager/Director

Carly

5.5

F

Financial

Older

Manager/Director

Jonathan

1.5

M

Healthcare

Younger

Manager/Director

Healthcare,
Military
Non-Profit,
Development
Banking
Retail,
Hospitality
Higher
Education
State
Foundation
Municipal
Events
Volunteer
Management

________________________________________________________________________
*Older Millennials (born 1980 to 1990), Younger Millennials (born 1991 to 2000)
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Data Collection
Data collection occurred through interviews with human participants. The first
step required for data collection was to obtain institutional review board (IRB) approval.
The IRB Approval Letter can be found in Appendix C. Next, initial participants were
selected, and using snowball sampling provided a variety of participants. The discussion
of consent and the participant bill of rights was beneficial to build the relationship with
participants prior to the interview process. The interview protocol was used for
consistency and credibility, with open-ended questions and providing the opportunity to
hear the stories and responses of participants using a detailed procedure. The interviews
were recorded through Zoom and transcribed by Rev.com for eventual coding and
thematic grouping to report the research findings. The primary data came from in-depth
interviews with a non-probability purposive sample group of 14 individuals classified as
millennials who supervise subordinates who are classified as baby boomers.
Data Collection Procedures
I completed Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) training on the
responsible conduct of research, so as the researcher, I was aware of the efforts necessary
to provide a research environment with high standards of professionalism and ethical
conduct. Once IRB approval was received, conversations began with millennials who
supervised baby boomers. I confirmed participants had been supervising at least one baby
boomer for at least one year as a way to know they were likely able to thoroughly answer
the questions provided during the interview. The participant recruitment letter was used
as initial communication with the target participant from the referral process to make the
formal request for participation. See Appendix D for the participant recruitment letter.
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Each participant then received the consent and the participant bill of rights via email once
they agreed to participate in the interview and scheduled their interview day and time.
See Appendix E for the social-behavioral research informed consent and participant bill
of rights.
Each participant scheduled interviews separately and the social-behavioral
research informed consent and participant bill of rights were reviewed with each
participant prior to the interview via email. Participants were emailed a link to schedule
their time slot through Calendly, a schedule which connected to my calendar, and in
response were emailed a private and unique Zoom meeting link based on their scheduled
time and to their provided email address. A unique link for each participant was
necessary to make sure only the person with all the Zoom details could enter the meeting.
Participants were asked to find a private space for the interview, specifically away from
work colleagues, so they felt free to share authentic experiences. This was confirmed at
the start of each interview. Participants were also asked to have their cameras turned on
and the Zoom was also automatically set up for this to occur, so notes could be taken on
their reactions and body language when responding to questions. Prior to the start of the
interview, participants were asked if there were any questions regarding the informed
consent and participant bill of rights and then asked for verbal recorded confirmation of
permission to move forward prior to the start of the interview process.
Interviews were conducted with 14 millennials who supervised baby boomers.
Each Zoom interview lasted a minimum of 20 minutes, a maximum of 70 minutes, a
mean of 46 minutes, and a mode of 55 minutes and used prepared open-ended questions
from the interview protocol and additional prompts as necessary to expand the responses.
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See Appendix F for the complete interview protocol. The purpose of the study, reminders
about confidentiality and anonymity, and consent, found within the interview protocol,
were reviewed with each participant as they entered the Zoom conversation. It was
important the interview protocol was followed to avoid bias, assure the best experience
for the participants, and to maintain credibility. Iterative questioning was used to elicit
detailed data with the use of the interview protocol (Shenton, 2004). Interviews were
recorded via Zoom for the audio record, and I took notes on the conversations. Interviews
were tracked on a master list that was kept private and confidential and then labeled with
participant codes and eventually pseudonyms, so participants were not identified. These
audio recorded interviews were submitted to and transcribed by an outside and reputable
company, Rev.com. I then reviewed and edited the transcripts for accuracy.
Data Collection Tools
Data collection occurred through Zoom interviews that followed a written
protocol, explaining what the research was about and what it was being used for. The
interviews were one-on-one on Zoom, and I encouraged the participants to be away from
any other workgroup members and have their cameras on. Pre-planned, open-ended
questions were asked, and probing questions were used to enhance responses. Given the
social constructivist focus of this study, understanding of the specific workplace where
millennials and baby boomers interact was explored during the interviews. This required
me to focus on the participants’ views of the situation being studied and generate
meaning from the data collected (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Additionally,
postmodernism perspectives change a way of thinking, while showcasing the condition of
today's world (Creswell & Poth 2018). This perspective interrogated the values of the
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individual cultures through a subjective-objective reality. A combination of the two
theories offered insight into the generations being studied through interviews and
observations.
The interview questions began with general data about the longevity in the
supervisor’s current role managing baby boomers, their career path, and what they valued
in their organizations as found in Appendix F. This created an opportunity for
participants to get comfortable with the interview format. Interviewees from the sample
group were then asked to speak to the work performance of younger and older
subordinates and their experiences supervising baby boomers with any specific examples
of contention and connection. Participants were also asked about resources or trainings
they called on to supervise their older and younger subordinates and what else might be
necessary to heighten organizational success. Questions also inquired about the
expectations supervisors believed baby boomers had of their millennial managers to
identify connection or disconnect in supervisory practices and expectations. There was
also opportunity for participants to add or share anything additional at the end of the
interviews. A form of member checking for credibility took place “on the spot” during
interviews to ensure words matched what the interviewee intended (Shenton, 2004). All
interviews were recorded, transcribed, and reviewed for accuracy.
Data Analysis
Data analysis for this research process went from specific to general.
Transcriptions were scanned to gather a general idea of what participants were stating,
and then the transcriptions were loaded into MAXQDA for coding. MAXQDA is a
software program for computer-assisted qualitative data analysis. Transcribed data was
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labeled through inductive and deductive coding. During the interview process some
common themes began to emerge through significant statements from participants, which
I noted and then were again identified from repeated review. While participants may not
have directly mentioned key concepts or terms by name, they did use words or phrases
that suggested they were speaking to generational differences, baby boomers and
millennials, values, supervisors and managers, and worldview of the different generations
and essence of those and other concepts. In phenomenological data analysis data is
analyzed through quotes and significant statements that provided an understanding of
how the participants and then the statements are clustered into themes (Creswell & Poth,
2018). According to Creswell and Poth (2018), phenomenology is not only a description
but an interpretive process where the researcher focuses on the meaning of participants’
reported experiences. Both a textural and structural description were used. A textural
description focuses on the participants’ reported experience, while the structural
description focuses on the context or how they experienced it (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
This combination allows a procedural approach to understand the shared experiences of
the phenomenon and also allowed the opportunity to see congruence with past studies
addressing comparable issues for credibility (Shenton, 2004).
Open coding was used to initially label key data and axial coding was used to
regroup the data into larger themes and identify the cause of the phenomenon and the
strategies used to address it (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Individual interview data was
coded with approximately 20 codes and then eventually grouped into overarching codes
and themes of unsuccessful or successful practices to be more general. An overview of
the coding and themes can be found in in Table 3 and Appendix G. Coded data was
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sorted into larger themes based on the major findings and shaped into general
descriptions for the phenomenology. Additionally, other codes were inclusive enough to
warrant their own themes such as only millennials and only baby boomers, baby boomer
expectations of supervisors, and stories and quotes. The codes of resources and pandemic
impact were also reoccurring from the interview transcriptions.
Repeated review of the data in MAXQDA was necessary to go from specific to
general to organize the data and as a basis for inclusion of specific stories and examples
of workplace experiences reported by millennials who had supervised baby boomers for
at least one year in order to illustrate the themes. Another part of qualitative analysis was
winnowing the data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The transcribed interviews averaged 16
single-spaced pages per interview or an average of 6,997 words per interview, totaling
over 200 single-spaced pages of interview transcriptions or nearly 100,000 words. For
this study, the unsuccessful and successful practices, the descriptions of millennial
supervisors, and baby boomer expectations were the themes focused on in an effort to
narrow down the findings to a manageable number for this study. Relevant stories or
quotes from the participants added narrative and depth to the themes. Finally, I
summarized overall findings, compared findings to the literature, discussed my personal
view of the findings, and stated any limitations and future research necessary.
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Interview Transcription Codes and Themes

*The number in parentheses after the open codes are the number of sections coded this way.
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Methodological Integrity
Methodological integrity calls for research analysis claims to be justified
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Clear and appropriate communication was important with data
collection. Dependability focused on consistency in the research approach and was
further shown through consistent findings with older literature. The methods are
described in detail enabling future researchers would be able to repeat the work provided
in the research design and implementation (Shenton, 2004). Credibility was emphasized
by the recording of accurate findings based on participant accounts and their congruency
with this study and previous literature with findings emerging from different industries,
similar to site triangulation (Shenton, 2004). Overall, as the researcher, I made sure data
was recorded accurately, so falsifying was not a concern. Confirmation of understanding
the accounts from participants was utilized with iterative questioning and “on the spot”
member checking during the interview process to determine accuracy of what I was
hearing (Shenton, 2004). Additionally, I encouraged participants to give in-depth
descriptions which provided context and meaning to initial responses to questions. Bias
as a millennial was mitigated by acknowledging the perspective I brought to the findings
and following the interview protocol. My perspective was managed in both data
collection and analysis through honest self-reflection and using questions based on the
interview protocol, instead of spontaneous questions, maintaining further credibility.
Finally, honest self-reflection about how my background as a millennial may
bring bias was essential. As the researcher, I followed the interview protocol and
reminded myself of the purpose of the study before each interview. Avoiding leading
questions and assessing personal value judgements was another way to address bias when
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collecting data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Focus on the participant responses was
valuable in reflecting back what was heard and choosing language with intent to not lead
the participant was used. This awareness each time I went into an interview as the
researcher was helpful in controlling bias throughout the process. Bias was also
controlled during the writing process by continued reflection of myself as the researcher
and assistance from my baby boomer dissertation-in-practice chair and second committee
member.
Ethical Considerations
There were several ethical considerations when conducting qualitative research.
Gaining approval from the IRB was essential prior to conducting the study. When
working with each participant, there was an explanation of the purpose of the study and
assurance that participation was voluntary. Informed consent was obtained from
participants, who had an opportunity to opt out at any time. Furthermore, ethics required
that reported findings from the research do not disclose information that could harm
participants. The privacy of participants was protected by ensuring that no names or other
identifying traits were attached to the data. More specifically, codes were used as
identifiers of participants and eventually transitioned to pseudonyms. Confidentiality was
a focus as well because no one should be able to identify the responses with the
participants. Participant names in data were masked upon transcription and stored in a
master list separate from the data collected. Data was stored in secure digital files with
back-up copies in a secure data center. It was important to keep these ethical
considerations in mind when working with qualitative data as they helped make sure
participants were protected.
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According to Creswell and Creswell (2018), when collecting data there were
some additional ethical issues to be aware of: disrupt the site as little as possible, give
participants the same treatment, respect power imbalances, do not “use” participants, and
avoid collecting harmful information. In practice this meant I requested participants set
up their Zoom interview in a private space, away from colleagues. This practice
supported careful collection and use of data.
Summary
This research focused on the exploration of the practices millennial supervisors
reported using with baby boomer subordinates. Using a qualitative phenomenological
approach, the research design, participants, data collection methods and analysis, and
ethical considerations were discussed. Through interviews, using appropriate and ethical
protocol, knowledge of positive and productive interactions between millennials
supervisors and baby boomer subordinates became apparent.
Chapter Four discusses the findings of the practices as reported by a sample of
millennials who supervised baby boomers for at least one year and based on the research
approaches discussed in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
The purpose of this qualitative dissertation in practice study was to identify the
practices millennial supervisors reported using with baby boomer subordinates and share
reports from the millennial supervisors about which they found helpful or unsuccessful in
light of ongoing workplaces challenges. Furthermore, the aim of this dissertation in
practice is to improve workplace interaction between generations.
The primary data came from in-depth interviews with a non-probability purposive
sample group of 14 individuals classified as millennials who supervise subordinates who
are members of the baby boomer cohort. A thematic analysis was conducted on 14
interviews. Broad descriptions of participants and confirmation of participant reports
were obtained during the interviews. Interviews also covered millennial participant
accounts of their perception of the baby boomer employees’ expectations of supervisors
and what the millennial supervisors provided in their roles. Results are organized by
theme within research question. Excerpts from the interviews are included to illustrate
and provide examples.
This chapter presents findings from the qualitative analysis of interviews
addressing the following two research questions: RQ1: What practices do millennial
supervisors report using with baby boomer subordinates? RQ2: What practices do
millennial supervisors report finding helpful or unsuccessful in supporting baby boomer
subordinates meet workplace outcomes?
Findings
The primary data came from in-depth interviews with non-probability purposive
sample group of 14 individuals classified as millennials who supervise subordinates
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classified as baby boomers. Additionally, I encouraged participants to give in-depth
descriptions which provided context and meaning to initial responses to questions.
Dependability focused on consistency in the research approach using the interview
protocol and was further shown through comparable findings in older literature. The
methods used for this study were described in detail in Chapter Three, enabling the
research to be repeated based on the research design and implementation (Shenton,
2004). Credibility in this study was a focus through confirmation of understanding the
accounts from participants through iterative questioning and “on the spot” member
checking during the interview process to determine accuracy of what I was hearing
(Shenton, 2004). Individual interviews were transcribed by an outside company,
Rev.com, and then I reviewed them for accuracy prior to coding. Data analysis for this
research process went from specific to general. Transcriptions were scanned to gather a
general idea of what participants were stating, and then the transcriptions were loaded
into MAXQDA for coding. Open coding was used to label key data and axial coding was
used to regroup the data into more general themes (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Individual
interview data was coded with approximately 20 codes and then eventually grouped into
overarching codes of unsuccessful or successful practices to be more general. An
overview of codes and final themes can be found in Table 3 and Appendix G.
Participants were given a pseudonym to protect their identity. Pseudonyms, years
in position, sex, industry, age, and management level are listed in Table 2 and Appendix
B. Of the supervisors interviewed, six were male and eight were female, with 10
supervisors representing the older millennials in the age range of 31 and older (born 1980
to 1990) and four who represented the younger millennial supervisors in the age range of
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30 and younger (born 1991 to 2000). The experience of supervisors for this study ranged
from one year to 17 years in their specific roles in manager, director, or c-level positions
for their organizations. The sample group was comprised of managers in healthcare,
technology, manufacturing and production, military, higher education, non-profit,
financial, and volunteer management. Despite the differences in their organizational
roles, participant responses to the research questions had considerable similarity. On
average, each interview transcription resulted in 16 single-spaced pages of text or an
average of 6,997 words per interview. Saturation was reached after a few interviews, but
the commentary collected from interviews yielded detailed and unique stories that
aligned with similar themes.
Broad findings that are discussed in detail in this chapter are illustrated by the
valence mix in reported responses to perceptions of baby boomers in the organizations:
three of 14 participants responses were coded with mostly negative characteristics, five
participant responses were mostly coded with positive traits, and six participant responses
were coded with both positive and negative descriptors of baby boomers in the
workplace. While the reported experiences of the participants who supervise baby
boomers were a blend of positive and negative, the millennial supervisors agreed that
there were benefits to having baby boomers in the workplace, although not without
challenge.
Key findings in the unsuccessful and successful practices of millennials
supervising baby boomers were often reported as being found through trial and error as
nearly all participants conveyed there was no specific training or guidance provided by
their organizations on how to work with or manage the baby boomer generation, though
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there was often training on how to work with or manage the millennial generation.
Unsuccessful practices of supervision included change in the workplace, which included
the historical experiences and a fixed mindset of baby boomers, in addition to their
discomfort with training on new approaches and advancements in technology. Though
there was a lack of success in some of the practices by millennial supervisors, there were
also successful practices to assist in strengthening interactions between these generations.
Based on this study, intentional connection and relationship building, finding ways to
show the baby boomers were valued, and using their historical perspective to benefit the
organization were found as successful practices for supervising baby boomer
subordinates. Additionally, this research found a need to communicate and share
organizational vision in an effort to keep managers and subordinates on the same page.
“I’ve generally always had a baby boomer or two, which is one thing that I really
like about the organization is that we have cross-generational experience. I like that,”
commented Becca, an older millennial managing baby boomer volunteers. Moreover, as a
younger millennial responsible for municipal events that are embedded in tradition,
Andrea stated that baby boomers were harder to work with than millennials, but the baby
boomers had good stories and experiences and brought value to whatever role they
played in the organization. She said, “I think that their [baby boomers’] involvement is
crucial to the organization, especially like I said, with the traditions and everything you
need to uphold those traditions. Just very frustrating sometimes, but I love them.”
Undoubtedly, based on participant interviews, all supervisor practices with baby boomer
subordinates, whether supervisors found them unsuccessful or successful, were affected
by relationships and the baby boomers’ impressions of millennials as their managers. As
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millennial supervisors for this study responded to the research questions, they also
painted a picture of the baby boomers in the workplace, showing alignment or
misalignment of worldviews between the two generations.
Note that in answering questions about practices millennial supervisors used with
baby boomer subordinates, participants frequently focused on the challenges they
experience in this superior-subordinate relationship. Thus, their comments often blurred a
practice and challenge distinction. The findings of this study include both.
Unsuccessful Practices of Millennials Supervising Baby Boomers
All participants for this study reported experiencing unsuccessful practices
managing baby boomer subordinates during their role as a manager. Interview questions
focusing on the unsuccessful practices included: What has been your experience
supervising baby boomers? Were there points of contention? Tell me about one that
stands out. How did you address these? What actions did you take? Was this action(s)
successful? In response, millennial supervisors from this study reported challenges in
supporting baby boomer subordinates when it came to attitudes towards change with
some specifically connected to the baby boomer’s historical perspective and engagement
with technology, and challenges with the millennial managers’ characteristics. “Just when
you hear the word baby boomer, you assume old people. I would also argue that some
may think that they're [baby boomers] out of touch…but at the same time they're going to
think motherly. They're nurturing and have those motherly instincts,” stated Marcus, an
older millennial with two years of experience as a supervisor in his current role in higher
education. In the interview, Marcus said that those baby boomers who were out of touch
were also resistant to change, while Andrea, a municipal events supervisor of one year,
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described her experience with subordinates as being “the most resistant to change,
resistant to adapting things…[baby boomers] are stuck in when they came on the board”
because they shared with her they struggled with the need for hiring for her role and
shared their goal was not to grow but just succeed with current events.
Change Management
Nearly all millennial supervisors interviewed for this study stated that change, big
or small, was a common concern they noted when supervising baby boomers in their
organizations. Tim, a c-level supervisor of eight years in the technology industry,
emphasized, “They definitely hang on to what is theirs and what they know and do not
want to let it go.” He explained that change was difficult, whether it was about the baby
boomer leaving a legacy or maintaining control over their job description as the
supervisor modified it to include new responsibilities. “I’ve tried to explain again and
again, this is not me forcing you out the door, actually not at all, it’s just me setting up for
more success when she is gone,” Tim said referring to a situation where one baby boomer
was asked to change a practice in her job description. Additional perceptions reported by
Tim, a technology supervisor, and Andrea, a financial manager, individually reflected
that many of the baby boomers they worked with wanted to rely on the organizational
norm and therefore did not take as many risks, appearing almost fearful of change.
According to Zemke et al. (2013), one reason baby boomers may not want to see change
is because of the pride they are said to have in their work and their need for assurance
their experience is valued. Similarly, Jenna, an older millennial in military healthcare,
reported, “They’re [baby boomers] pretty steady in their careers, and sometimes it’s
difficult to ask for change from them because they’ve been doing it this way for so long.”
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Likewise, there was consensus among those interviewed that tension came from the baby
boomers’ focus on how things in their position or organization have been historically in
comparison to what supervisors expect in the present state of the organization. One
millennial supervisor, Tim, stated the tension either remained or the baby boomers were
so frustrated they begrudgingly tried things the manager’s way because they were not
able to find their own way to the solution.
One participant who had supervised baby boomers in the financial industry for six
years emphatically reported that her strongest impression of the baby boomers she
supervised was their fixed mindset. She went on to say supervisors should understand this
cohort will not change. Carly stated, “I told myself a long time ago, they're not going to
change. That generation is not going to change,” showing a fixed mindset of her own.
She shared one example while coaching her baby boomer subordinates on how to engage
with clients and search for contact information. “They'll grab the phone book, and that
was very interesting to me, or they'll Google the White Pages or something.” Though this
was something she saw as old-fashioned, she still provided a lesson from her experience
recruiting and supervising agents of all ages on the necessity of being patient and
understanding differences in people. She also noted the importance of trying to
understand the baby boomers and their actions versus simply pointing out the differences
in how things were done. She further explained the need to regularly remind herself that
everyone approached tasks from a different lens, and that could be used to make her
practices more successful in the future.
Altogether, 10 of the 14 interviewed participants reported experiences of conflict
when change was required or needed from the baby boomer subordinates. Tim, a guy I
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interviewed, noted one example of this in an attempt to change how his company’s
payroll worked. Payroll was the responsibility of one baby boomer in the organization
and the plan was to move it to a third party. Tim concluded the baby boomer was terrified
for the change because she perceived it to mean giving up a large chunk of her job, and
so he brought in an outside party who explained what the process of change would look
like, setting up the position for future success. The millennial supervisor also shared there
were other items to replace the work that would be removed from her. The baby boomer
subordinate came back to Tim a few days later and expressed her concern and anxiety
because she was not ready to retire and insisted she could not pursue the change right
now. He noted with frustration that the transition with payroll would now be on hold until
after she retired due to her reluctancy toward the proposed change.
While some millennial supervisors reported making decisions to wait until the
baby boomer exited their organization to pursue changes in an effort to lower or avoid
conflict, other supervisors shared practices that pushed changes within the organization
until the employee decided they had enough and left or reluctantly moved forward with
the change. Jenna’s two years of combined military and medical experience provided one
example of pushing the change with a baby boomer. Jenna stated, “I had one much older
gentleman that should have retired long, long ago that was a physician that was clearly
not practicing evidence-based medicine.” As a supervisor, Jenna attempted to support
him and assisted with changes, “But it was just like talking to a wall every time. There
was no give or take.” Finally, she resorted to her supervisor, who attempted to do
counseling with the difficult baby boomer and reduced the number of patients he saw in
an effort to help him make the change. Jenna stated, “We tried for a long time to get him
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removed from his position. With the military, that's really, really hard to do. He
eventually just ended up retiring because there was so much conflict.” She said, “[Baby
boomers] are not really open to creativity or change, almost fearful of change.” Similarly,
Jonathan, a younger millennial supervisor of mostly female baby boomers, said,
Some of them [baby boomers] were open to change but others you learned that
they had a very specific style and a very specific approach and sometimes it just
didn’t pay to attempt to make change because they were set in their ways and it
would be unduly burdensome to try to make a change.
Lack of success in getting baby boomers to change their behaviors or attitudes
was reported by three quarters of interviewed millennial supervisors. Several participants
also noted coaching or support were not something the baby boomers were looking for,
making it more difficult to implement changes necessary in the organizations or its
people. The millennial supervisors for this study mentioned that whenever their
organizations worked to change or shift directions then conflict was noted. More
specifically, Leah reported the issues of conflict arose between the younger and older
populations in board meetings about traditional events she managed.
Reports from these participants described baby boomer reliance on personal or
historical experiences and an unwillingness to change. Participants indicated that they
perceived the baby boomers felt current practices were working or liked the way things
were, which led to further conflict in the workplace. Participants also reported that they
felt many baby boomers saw it as their duty to bring their historical perspective to the
conversation.
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Historical Perspective Connected to Lack of Change. Millennial supervisors in
this study stated that the baby boomer subordinates repeatedly brought the historical
perspective of their positions and the organization to the workplace. While some baby
boomer subordinates used organizational and personal history to move the organization
forward, more baby boomers were reported using these histories as an argument against
change.
Andrea, from the younger end of the millennial generation, and who worked on
public events rooted in tradition, mentioned, “When there's things rooted in tradition,
there is baby boomers.” Eight supervisors interviewed acknowledged their baby boomers
were very dedicated to the root cause of the organization and had plans to leave their
mark. This was shown through Tim’s experience with a baby boomer who was about a
month away from retirement in the technology industry. Tim said,
That process leading up to it [retirement] has been painful at times because during
their own announced exit to me privately, they just are very, very caught up in
legacy. They are very, very caught up in how they leave their stamp on the
company…It has not been going well, to the point where they want to turn around
and stay for three more years because they feel like they are losing their piece of
the company or they’re losing their imprint on the company.
Likewise, Andrea, who supervised a group of baby boomers mixed with a few other
generations, reported her baby boomer subordinates were the driving force to maintain
traditional events, “My baby boomers are more in it almost for their grandkids and
everything. They want to see the organization thrive or not thrive but exist in the future
for their grandkids, the way that they had it when they were younger.” According to these
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millennial participants, the loyalty and passion of baby boomers made them both reliable
and stubborn, yet fully invested in their positions.
While these managers learned to embrace the historical perspective of their baby
boomer subordinates, they noted it was not necessarily an easy road to navigate. Marcus,
a higher education supervisor for two years, emphasized conversations and organization
operations of his baby boomers were often focused on what happened 15 years ago. He
stated, “I’m really big on I don’t want to do something a way just because it’s always
been done that way. That’s sometimes a challenge with my older employees, getting
them to understand that.”
Also, Leah, a state foundation supervisor of six years, explained a specific
tendency of some of her male baby boomer subordinates to be more focused on “the tried
and true” and “doing what we’ve always done.” The historical perspective that millennial
supervisors expressed as dictating behaviors of baby boomers was only one of the
challenges with change in the workplace. Other reports from millennial supervisors who
managed baby boomer subordinates addressed training and engagement with changes in
technology in the workplace as an unsuccessful practice.
Discomfort with Training and Engagement with Technology. The majority of
millennial managers interviewed for this study reported a belief that baby boomers were
either unwilling or unable to learn new skills, some being stuck in their ways.
Accordingly, 10 of the 14 millennials interviewed cited technology specific deficiencies
in their baby boomer subordinates. Tim, based on experience in the technology industry,
vocalized his perception of one baby boomer subordinate who was late in his career as
lazy about learning a new skill set, so he “let” the millennial take on the latest projects in
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technology. Tim added, “They [baby boomers] like to have physical documents that
document the process in front of them for everything.” Documentation may not always
possible with the ongoing changes in technology.
The ability of baby boomers to use technology in particular ways in the workplace
was a frustration frequently reported by millennial supervisors in this sample. Jenna, who
also had experience with variety of training practices to get baby boomers in her medical
industry to adapt, stated,
When you look at our electronic medical record systems, it’s all electronic, and
that’s how we message most things. And even for patients, most of it is going
through some sort of electronic platform now…that’s been painful, even for a
millennial learner [because there are so many different platforms for education,
calendars, and medical records].”
Similar to Jenna, Andrea stated she was puzzled by an experience where she
hosted a virtual video meeting in place of regular in-person meeting and no one showed
up, not even her baby boomer subordinates who she reported as needing frequent
communication. She said,
It's click on the link, it'll let you in, you know that kind of thing. I had one call in,
but the other ones, it's not like they were texting or calling me and saying, ‘Hey, I
can't get it to work, it's not working.’ They just weren't even really trying because
I think it just seemed really overwhelming to them. I hate to be the one that
classifies baby boomers as truly not being able to figure out technology, because I
like to think that there's some that can, but mine truly cannot figure out
technology and they just didn't, they just didn't even give it a try.
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Furthermore, participants indicated that advances in technology became problems
unless the supervisor was able to show the “why” to help the baby boomers get on board
with the idea. According to one millennial supervisor, Tim, the baby boomer may not be
trying to be a “roadblock” when they want an explanation or feel the need to give history,
but they previously witnessed it a different way. Much of what Andrea did as the first
person in her position involved with social media and technology, an area her baby
boomer board members knew little about, stated she knew the importance of getting to
“why” specific practices were or were not relevant. She said,
For example, trying to explain to my baby boomers why spending $1,000
advertising in the (local) newspaper probably isn't nowadays our best usage of our
advertising budget…15 people read the newspaper here and they're charging us an
astronomical amount of money to put a little tiny ad in it, whereas to them [baby
boomers], it's a newspaper. They've read the newspaper every day for 40 years, so
they don't really understand why it's not going to work.
This difficulty with change could be rooted in the nature of historical work
responsibilities. “They've been the ones that have always had to do the manual work,”
commented Samantha with her nine years of management experience in banking,
referring to changes in banking becoming more technology-based over time. She said
about one baby boomer subordinate,
She just couldn't get it. She was one that you would show her, and show her, and
show her, and still yet she would have those questions just because she couldn't
retain all of the new technology. And she didn't understand it just because she's
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never…As we evolve, she just never had that experience. So, it's kind of foreign
to her a little bit.
Lack of tech-based knowledge may also lead to issues with time management,
which was also noted by interviewees to cause problems for baby boomer subordinates in
the workplace. One baby boomer was reported taking work home that included sensitive
data in an effort to keep up with her workload. Not only was there a concern about time
management but also a concern about not utilizing the technology available to simplify
the work. Mike, the millennial supervisor for logistics and this baby boomer, attempted to
give her tips and ideas on how to address the tasks, but change did not occur, and the
employee was fired in the long run. According to Mike, a self-reported empathetic
supervisor, numerous actions were taken to remedy the problems with time management
and technology prior to firing her. He reported people worked with the employee to assist
in making improvements and changes. A lack of basic organization for the baby boomer
was apparent to most that interacted with her, including her supervisor, Mike. He said, “I
think that was maybe just a poor workmanship in general, so to speak.”
As millennial supervisors of this study reported the discomfort of some baby
boomer subordinates with change such technology, not all failed practices or challenges
were directly connected to the baby boomer subordinates. These millennial managers
realized their own role in unsuccessful supervisory practices with communication and
challenges with their own lack of experience and confidence in themselves as
supervisors.
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Challenges Leading Back to the Manager
All participants experienced unsuccessful practices in light of ongoing workplace
changes and efforts to strengthen relationships with baby boomer subordinates and some
discovered their own role in the challenges experienced. Though millennial supervisors in
this study acknowledged that baby boomers created and completed tasks in their roles, as
participants in this study they recognized they often assumed that both generations were
on the same page with what clear communication and movement forward with what
certain practices looked like. Assumptions of the supervisors, rather than confirmation
through check-ins or attempts were found to be the challenge. Samantha, reported her
experience with communication trial and error over the years, “You think you know
somebody, and you try to have a conversation one way, and it doesn't go well, and you
know not to do that again.” Fortunately, another millennial Andrea reported that even
with her minimal management experience with municipal events, she took time to
consider whether the advice a generation x board volunteer gave her would assist in
appropriately and successfully navigating the supervision of one of her baby boomer
volunteers. She stated, “I learned that maybe they [generation x] actually weren't going to
be my best resource for advice on handling my baby boomers, because there was too
much contention and there was too much personal, just like personality issues there.”
Andrea shared she then sought assistance from an older millennial, also on her board,
who suggested a passive aggressive approach to the situation. This millennial supervisor
decided she was not comfortable with that approach either and forged her own path and
approached the baby boomer with a respectful conversation. She explained her reason for
asking the baby boomer to refrain from posting to Facebook on behalf of the organization
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instead of taking the advice of a millennial with a quick fix to delete the baby boomer’s
permissions without a conversation. The result of the supervisor’s actions was a
respectful response of understanding and agreement. Andrea said that the baby boomer
subordinate was used to doing the work because there was no one else in a formal
position to take care of the social media and noted that had she taken the advice of the
others, the problem would not have been solved or gotten worse with her efforts. In a
situation like this a lack of or advised response from another generation may lead to baby
boomers believing millennials lack experience in practices to supervise them.
In this study, 11 of the 14 millennial managers reported they believed that baby
boomers automatically perceived a lack of experience in millennials due to their age. This
was reported as a point of contention among the two generations. Katie, an older
millennial supervisor, commented on this contention being due to the defensive nature of
the older generation, experienced over the years in both the hospitality and retail
industries. Baby boomers tended to see her as though she lacked any life experience, even
as an older millennial. “Primarily, I just get fearful of saying something that might offend
people just no matter what their age is, and so it feels against my training.” She is one of
several millennial supervisors who through interviews shared they were taught to respect
their elders, making it a challenge to feel as though they could manage or instruct their
baby boomer subordinates in the same way they might a subordinate closer in age. Katie
stated some baby boomers she supervised expected to do things their way and were not
afraid to interject their ideas and opinions. These baby boomers told her that her ideas
were heard but then told her the ideas were wrong.
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According to the interview participants, the combination of respecting elders and
the belief that the older generation thought the millennials lacked experience because of
their age created challenges with confidence in their own abilities as millennial
supervisors. Becca, who said she quickly learned to adapt to working with baby boomer
volunteers, reiterated that the supervision of baby boomers made her very aware of her
lack of experience, especially early in her role, and she often considered what it felt like
for the baby boomer to have someone significantly younger and maybe with less
experience in that supervisory role. “I think initially that prevented me from maybe
holding folks accountable in different ways or partnering in different ways.” Fortunately,
she felt as though she quickly became more comfortable with more experience. She said
she learned to apply previous learnings to current situations but recognized the challenge
other supervisors might have if they did not feel confident or experienced.
Based on the interviewed millennial supervisors, the lack of successful practices
was recognized when there was change expected of their baby boomer subordinates,
many of which were specifically connected to technology. Some participants also shared
an awareness that their individual managerial actions were challenges to supervising baby
boomer subordinates. The value of recognizing the unsuccessful practices as millennials
supervised baby boomers in the workplace serves as a way to make improvement or
change, while the reported successful practices may serve as examples for supervisors to
utilize moving forward.
Successful Practices of Millennials Supervising Baby Boomers
While there were plenty of unsuccessful practices reported by participants, there
were also successful practices reported by millennial supervisors in this study. Interview
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questions addressing the successful practices included: What has been your experience
supervising baby boomers? Were there points of connection? Tell me about one that
stands out. What did this look like? Was it intentional or natural? When asked for their
successes managing baby boomer subordinates, most millennial supervisors reported that
they never thought of any of their actions as more than practices a manager would
attempt with subordinates of any generation. The millennial supervisors interviewed
reported several characteristics they noticed in their baby boomer subordinates and stated
assisted them in being better aware of practices that might assist in heightening
organizational success. The common characteristics included a strong work ethic, loyalty,
and dependability, noting the baby boomers were generally reliable and knew the
expectations of the workplace. One older millennial participant, Tim, specifically noted
his baby boomers’ work ethic helped set the pace for organizational expectations, and he
noted concern for the work of other employees once the baby boomers were gone. The
supervisory practice successes were described through interviews with millennial
supervisors and based on the themes of intentional connection and relationship building
with the subordinates, regular and specific communication, and respect towards the value
of the baby boomer perspectives and experiences.
Intentional Connection and Relationship Building
One of the most common practices millennial supervisors reported using with
baby boomer subordinates was being intentional in creating connection and furthering
relationships through a focus beyond the topic of work. While these focused
conversations were most often intentional to start, millennials reported more ease with
them as time went on. Carly, who has recruited all ages to the financial industry, related
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the idea of connection to how baby boomers connected with others. She noted seeing the
intentionality her baby boomers took in getting to know clients, making every effort to
relate and recognized the points of connection came through appreciation of the
perspective of others, not just disagreeing for the sake of disagreeing. Carly’s selfreported focus on patience and appreciation for others as individuals, had her spending
much time communicating and adapting to the needs of the baby boomers in her
workplace. During her interview she commented that these individualized opportunities
with subordinates were personally rewarding. She stated, “I wanted to respect their point
of view and understand that this is not something that they were introduced to when they
were my age. So how am I going to expect them to understand it now?”
Several other millennial supervisors reported the importance of connection and
building relationships with baby boomer subordinates by seeking them out intentionally.
Becca, an older millennial supervisor, specifically mentioned the importance of finding
points of connection when working with much older volunteers. She stated, “When I
learned early that connection was really important, that helped me see and appreciate
them [baby boomers] in different ways as far as contributions and lens, just the lens that
they had.” Becca’s two years in volunteer management allowed her to realize that
investing in connections through discussions on family and other topics beyond work was
relevant to her role. She noted,
I found myself spending a lot more time on the phone with baby boomers, a lot
more relational. Being able to process and talk through things, and talk through
how family was, and all that kind of stuff was an important part of that working
relationship.
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Additionally, a younger millennial supervisor, Marcus, stated he often relied on
hobbies or topics outside the workplace to find connection. He emphasized the
importance of trying to connect on things beyond the work experience because this let
people know they were important and were more than just the job. As a black male and
millennial, Marcus believed finding commonalities with a white female baby boomer,
who was his subordinate, was essential to his job as a supervisor, even though sometimes
it could be a stretch. He said,
My main administrative assistant I work with a lot, she loves flowers. I could
really care less about flowers, but she made me a flower and I'm really invested in
it. We're always talking about that. She's always making sure I'm taking care of
it… so just finding the little things to connect on and her eyes just light up. She's
happy.
He went on to say that even things as simple as a noticed haircut can bring people
together.
Some participants truly appreciated the personal level of connection with baby
boomer subordinates and shared their baby boomers reciprocated. Based on her vast
experience with development and non-profits at various management levels, Kendra
confirmed the importance of this personal connection with examples of finding out what
the person did over the weekend or remembering specific people or things they had
previously addressed in conversations. “They would remember things that we had talked
about…I want to ensure that they know I'm invested in them. And so, I am intentional in
the questions that I ask and intentional in how I continue that relationship.”
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The participant statements regarding the communication to further connect with
baby boomer subordinates may have assisted in beginning to show the supervisors
investment in them as a person and employee. Not only did millennial supervisors report
communication as valuable but showed the importance of listening to the baby boomer
subordinates and their historical perspectives.
Valuing Baby Boomers and Their Historical Perspective. Millennial
supervisors in this study commented on the need to take time to focus on the stories and
experiences of baby boomer subordinates and make time to see the value in the historical
perspective baby boomers brought to the workplace. Andrea, who previously did not
have much experience with the baby boomer generation noted it could be easy to
complain about her baby boomers because they could be hard to work with but
emphasized they had good stories and experiences to share and brought value to their
workplace. Andrea said,
I think that their involvement is crucial to the organization especially like I said,
with the traditions and everything you need to uphold those traditions, especially
in a county that is a rural, conservative, tradition-based, having those perspectives
as being one perspective is crucial.
According to Andrea, who now understands what it takes to communicate within her
cross-generational events board, when baby boomers were given the opportunity to get
their point across they felt respected, which was a huge opportunity in her workplace. She
reasoned,
I think my baby boomers really, really value connecting verbally, either in a
meeting or on the phone. Like I said, when they call it's going to be a super long
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phone call, just making the honest attempt to carve out that time for them and not
shove them off the phone. Because I think the most I've gotten to know all my
baby boomers is when they call me one-on-one and want to chat about things. I'm
not doing anything else and I'm focused on them, and giving them all my
attention, and allowing them that time in my day, I feel that's when we have the
most meaningful conversations about things.
Showing baby boomer subordinates they were valued in the workplace occurred through
a variety of reported supervisor practices.
Rob with his more than 10 years of experience as a supervisor in manufacturing
stated he worked to gain credibility and connection with his baby boomer subordinates by
sharing his late dad’s experience as a United Auto Worker (UAW) at the same company
years later. Additionally, he made a point to share his own personal experiences and
familiarity with physical labor, which he hoped expressed he was more like the
subordinates than an outsider to the work required in the department. He stated he made
sure to use the baby boomers’ expertise and that his role as manager was to support
versus dictate because he recognized his baby boomer subordinates were more
experienced in the department than he was.
Samantha, another older millennial supervisor, much like Rob, prided herself on
not being a manager that had to be in charge or over her baby boomer subordinates. She
detailed,
They are looking to me for kind of that guidance and support, but I'm also looking
to them. Because every single one that I've managed, they've been here way
longer than I have. And I come from the management aspect where I'm not above
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them. We are a complete team. But, also, I respect them. You have to respect your
elders, I guess.
Similarly, Jonathan, a healthcare administrator of one and a half years, stated he
learned quickly the necessity of a shared approach to supervising, which also relied on
the baby boomers for their experience, feedback, and coaching. Jonathan recognized that
seeking out the baby boomers’ wealth of experience, knowledge, and insight and using it
to learn from them and their past mistakes, even if the scenarios did not directly apply,
showed the baby boomers they had value. He said,
I think the thing that I wouldn't want to let be lost in this is that regardless of the
generation…those who have come before you have experience and have
knowledge and insight that you should try to seek out if at all possible. The
reasons that they do certain things are a function of the experiences that they've
had, so you have to be conscientious to those things and where you can learn from
them and learn from their mistakes if you can but recognize that the experiences
and the challenges that they've faced might not necessarily apply in the future. So,
there's a little bit of everyone has value and everyone has an ability to teach you,
but sometimes those lessons are delivered in a more indirect fashion.
Likewise, Brad, an older millennial supervisor in construction, who reported minimal
issues working with his baby boomer subordinate said,
I think baby boomers are easier to approach and say… ‘Hey, what have you seen
in the past?’ So, speaking to experience, I think it’s easier for me to connect as a
leader to them just knowing that they’ve been there and done that.
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As an older millennial logistics supervisor, Mike stated he really enjoyed gaining
the historical perspective of baby boomer subordinates in his workplace because some of
them had been there since the beginning, 35 years ago. Similarly, Tim, another older
millennial, noted his appreciation of gaining historical perspective from his baby boomers
in the technology industry because this perspective assisted in the decision-making
process and provided knowledge to make a better assessment with the baby boomers’
support, creating potential to avoid mistakes or make better decisions to move the
organization forward. “Sometimes it comes off as combative, but if you just simply let
them say what they need to say about that history component, they just want to be heard a
little bit,” stated Tim in regard to his perspective on how baby boomers “cling to the
past.” Katie, an older millennial in the retail industry, considered her baby boomer
subordinate to be a wealth of knowledge and noted consumers had a level of trust with
certain age levels [the baby boomers] versus younger workers who may not be as
invested or are just getting started in their careers.
The participant perspectives on successful practices used to supervise baby
boomers expressed the value of knowing and understanding the needs and contributions
of their baby boomer subordinates. The frequency and depth of personal or professional
communication as reported by millennial supervisors in this study allowed for further
knowledge about baby boomer subordinates.
Communication and a Shared Vision
While millennial supervisors of baby boomer subordinates reported that their
baby boomers appreciated connection in the workplace and wanted to be valued, they
also shared an awareness that this might require further investment of their time to a
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higher level of communication with baby boomer subordinates. Nine of the 14
supervisors interviewed for this study reiterated the importance of communication when
supervising baby boomers and shared their belief that the majority of the baby boomers
they supervised wanted regular check-ins and further engagement in the workplace.
Seven of the nine respondents that spoke to communication stated the baby boomers they
worked with connected more face-to-face or by phone. Leah, who works with mostly
baby boomers at a state foundation, emphasized,
The staff within that boomer generation, either won’t respond to my email or will
respond with like a one word response and I’m in the busines of relationships and
people. And so how you communicate over email is super, super important… And
what seemed to work well is just picking up the phone and saying, ‘Hey I noticed
this. I didn’t know if you caught it or not, would you mind making this fix?’ And
that usually went over well, whereas if I went up to their desk or if I sent an email,
it did not go well.
With recent changes in the workplace and more of the staff working from home, Leah
stated the importance of being intentional about calling the baby boomers, whereas
previously she could just pop into their office. Andrea, who also worked with a group of
baby boomers in municipal events, shared how her baby boomers communicated, stating
they called her the most, whereas the millennials on the board emailed or texted as
needed. She reiterated, “My baby boomers are also the ones hands down that call me the
most during the day and want to talk for an hour on the phone, about just like, not even
issues, just random things.” Andrea commented on the importance of giving her baby
boomers the space to talk and get their point across. She further explained her baby
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boomer subordinates wanted to see examples and proof instead of just going along with
practices. She believed these details were a contribution to her efforts to help her baby
boomer subordinates move away from what they had known for the last 10 years,
especially when working with traditional events. Andrea noted, “Making sure we set
aside if we need to talk about something on the agenda for a half hour, making sure that
we have that time…making sure that they feel at least respected.”
Kendra also commented on the value of communicating details and specifics of a
vision to baby boomers, especially when guiding innovation for non-profit event
planning. She went on to share her experience with an event director who she reported
was very good with logistics, organization, and implementation, but lacked innovation.
Kendra, as the baby boomer’s millennial supervisor, sat down with the director and asked
if the event she was planning aligned with the mission, if the event was fun, and if it was
good publicity for the organization. Kendra noted the communication flowed, because as
the supervisor, she understood the importance of continued coaching and painting of the
future vision, which required specific details to help the baby boomer move forward.
Kendra, based on this experience, shared her conclusion that implementation of these
strategies was quite different because of what she perceived to be the expectation of the
baby boomer to be given the details and samples of what to write or specific actions to
take.
While many millennials supervisors reported the importance of communication
with baby boomer subordinates, not all managers reported using the same communication
practices. Samantha had reached her breaking point after two to three years of ongoing
challenges with the attitude and behaviors one of her baby boomer subordinates. She
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discussed a situation which was elevated to her bank supervisor who then communicated
with her baby boomer subordinate in the form of a reality check. Samantha reported the
message to change became clearer for this baby boomer after she was temporarily
transferred to another office with the caveat to “shape up or ship out.” Samantha
underscored,
I think that was kind of what she needed, kind of that slap in the face that, hey,
my attitude needs a huge adjustment or else I am going to lose my job. So, just
having to figure out a way to talk with her and...The way I talk with people that
age versus people the way my age versus even younger…One way doesn't work
for everybody, and everybody is different. It was a real challenge at first to try to
deal with her just because I'm not really an emotional person, and so it was
difficult for me. But, now things are great. Absolutely perfect. She needed that
slap in the face to know, hey, we can't have this here.
Millennial supervisors of baby boomer subordinates reported successful practices
were based on intentional connection and relationships building, which often required
intentionality until it became more natural. Finding various ways of connection
reportedly allowed the supervisors of this study the opportunity to understand the role
historical perspective played in showing the baby boomers were valued in the workplace.
Accordingly, all of this relationship building occurred through various communication
practices that provided opportunities to be intentional in the workplace and as a way to
strengthen the relationship between generations. Though successful practices play a role
in strengthening the relationship between generations, these practices were noted as being
impacted by relationships and the baby boomer impressions of millennials as managers.
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Millennial Characteristics from a Supervisor Perspective
In response to questions about how baby boomers were perceived in the
participants’ particular workplace, some participants offered their impressions of
millennial subordinates in the workplace and highlighted areas they noticed about
themselves as supervisors. Participants were asked the following: Considering your older
subordinates as a group and your younger subordinates as a group, are there differences
in work performance? In what ways? To what extent? Many of the millennial supervisors
interviewed noted millennials had a need to understand the bigger picture and approach
things individualistically. “They like to make pieces of the job very much them or put
their stamp on it,” stated Tim when referring to millennials in his technology
organization. Additionally, one participant, Jenna, shared that as a millennial supervisor,
she was looking for people to earn her respect, rather than just assume it should be given,
which she shared further connected to the importance of interaction with individual
people instead of classifying people as groups or generational cohorts. Considering her
military experience, Jenna pointed out she does not give respect freely, especially if a
subordinate performed poorly in the past or as a supervisor she recognized that individual
was not best for the organization.
Nearly all millennial supervisors in this study reported they experienced negative
encounters with subordinates or never received training as supervisors to understand the
best practices to working with subordinates. Samantha, an older millennial who was
initially thrown into her supervisory responsibilities had some negative interactions with
previous managers of her own. She mentioned,
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I don’t ever want to come in and be overly managing. That's just definitely not a
person that I am. I always joke with the gals here that, yeah, I'm the youngest of
them, but I am their coworker. I don't want them to look at me like I'm their
supervisor. I don't want anybody to feel like I'm the one in charge because we are
ultimately a team. I'll take the upset customers, yes, because that's my job. But,
yeah, we are a team. We are on the same team, and I am no better than they are.
So, that's always my ultimate goal.
Based on this study, not overly managing and being an inclusive leader was important to
the millennial supervisors, though research from Benson and Brown (2011) stated baby
boomers expected managers to be trained to manage and lead the individuals and
organizations. This differentiation in expectations versus reality in the workplace is one
example of why conflict might arise between generations. Katie, a former hospitality
manager of 12 years reported herself an inclusive leader, not wielding power or being
fixated on the chain of command, rather focused on common goals such as revenue and
guest satisfaction. She said,
And so, it's like if we can all understand that we're a part of this, it's not an
elevated position or years of experience or whatever. If we're all pulling our own
weight to try to achieve this together, I think that that's just more effective. And so
that's how I've always tried to look at that.
While some millennial supervisors in this study reported utilizing more passive
practices, others found it necessary to use their authority as a supervisor to get baby
boomer subordinates to respond. Marcus, a male millennial supervisor who worked with
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mostly female baby boomers who were in assistant roles, tended to make decisions and
then got pushback from the baby boomers. He reported,
Sometimes you do have to let her know, ‘Hey, I'm in charge’ and I don't like to do
that but it's usually when she's letting things worry her that shouldn't worry her.
That's when it's like, ‘Hey, let me worry about that. You don't have to worry about
that.’ That creates a little contention every now and then with the way decisions
are made.
Furthermore, Becca, a female millennial supervisor stated, “Being a supervisor is not
always easy, especially when supervising different generations.” She added, the
supervising of baby boomers challenged and stretched her because she had a harder time
understanding their motivation and change management styles in an effort to better
supervise and support them. “I think there's a lot more independence with boomers.
Ironically, while being very aware of the systems within which we operate, it's not as
interwoven or fluid as we see with millennials.” The main takeaway from the selfreported millennial characteristics from a supervisory perspective was there were
differences between the perceived characteristics of baby boomers and millennials that
could impact the work relationships in both positive and negative ways.
Baby Boomer Expectations of Millennial Managers
While millennial supervisors in this study were consistent in their descriptions of
millennials, baby boomer expectations as reported by their millennial managers were
slightly different. Participants were asked: What kind of expectations do you believe
baby boomers have of you as their manager? As an older millennial, Becca said baby
boomer subordinates expected her to know and have all the answers, plus advocate for
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and align with their needs and wants. She stated she was also aware of the baby boomers’
desire to be seen as more than their work. Being clear, detailed, and prescriptive were
reported by millennial supervisors to be the minimum expectation from baby boomer
subordinates, some being the opposite of ways millennials supervisors reported
themselves operating. Similarly, Kendra, an older millennial, noted baby boomer
subordinates to have expectations of quality feedback from supervisors, well-rounded
supervisors, and for supervisors to understand each person’s part within the organization.
“They expect me to be out there versus there in the background, the backbone,”
continued Kendra. Comparably, good communication and fairness were additional
expectations perceived by other millennial supervisors of baby boomer subordinates in
this study.
Ultimately, based on the perspective of interviewed millennial supervisors, the
expectations of the baby boomers seemed to be to keep things simple and easy to
understand, for supervisors to do the same things that are expected of their baby boomer
subordinates, and trust the baby boomers know and will do their job. Past research
confirmed that baby boomers wanted the managers to supervise and lead, not simply be
in title only. Andrea, a younger millennial, noted some additional perceived expectations
of her baby boomer subordinates. She stated,
I need to answer my phone all the time. I constantly need to be there. I don't think
that baby boomers on my board at all understand work life balance, like at
all…Constantly being on the job they expect from me. Also, on the same line, just
like constant communication.
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She elaborated that her baby boomer subordinates would likely enjoy a daily call for her
to share what she is working on, just so they are in the know. She also noted her board
members appreciate communication, yet, the levels necessary are different for each.
Accordingly, Tim, a more experienced millennial supervisor, commented that it is more
than simple communication. He said it was necessary to more often have specific
direction. He stated,
They come to me multiple times per day because they are wanting direct direction
at all times. They are wanting to be told to what extent and how far to go, and
they'll go do it, and they'll go complete the tasks as asked to a ‘t’ every time.
Tim reiterated that not only did the baby boomer subordinates want the steps to get the
job done, but also needed to understand how their quality of work and actions were
perceived and that the task was completed to satisfaction.
According to study participants, the constant availability, specific directions, and
reassurance from the manager created a certain level of confidence in baby boomers on
the job. Samantha, another experienced millennial supervisor, noted herself to be a safety
net for the baby boomers. She was nearly always the resource for hard questions or
decisions her baby boomer subordinates had. Samantha stated,
If any hard questions came up and they really couldn't make the decision and go
with it, they still would come to me for that ultimate guidance or that final say just
because they're not in that position or they didn't think they were in that position
do that.
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Based on interviews for this study, supervisors reported baby boomers wanting to do their
best with tasks and needed the opportunity to check in to make sure they were doing what
they were supposed to be doing.
Contention in the supervisory relationship may be due to the millennials’
perceived expectations baby boomer subordinates have of them as supervisors. Numerous
participants in this study acknowledged they had not taken the time to ask their baby
boomers what their expectations of them as a manager were, meaning the expectations
reported were assumptions based on actions of the baby boomer subordinates in the
workplace. Assumptions about the subordinates in the workplace may have led to some
of the reported unsuccessful practices of millennials supervising baby boomer
subordinates.
Other Salient Findings
Other salient findings helped inform the understanding of dynamics of millennials
and baby boomers. These findings came from questions that asked how baby boomers in
the organization would be described and a consideration of the older and younger
subordinates as groups and if there were differences in performance, and in what ways or
to what extent? Research shows baby boomers are staying longer in the workplace due to
higher job satisfaction and a lower willingness to quit or retire than past generations and
defining themselves by their careers (Benson & Brown, 2011). Additionally, baby
boomers are staying past the typical retirement age due to medical advancements and the
downturn of the economy (Zemke et al., 2013). For this study, millennials stated they saw
a place for baby boomers in their workplaces, but adjustments needed to be made to
understand how to manage and supervise them.
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Leah, a younger female millennial at a state foundation, acknowledged that while
most of her baby boomers had been with the organization for more than 20 years, there
were a few newer hires who were also baby boomers. One vice president had been with
the organization for more than 30 years and was a “pulse” for new initiatives and
historical context. Similarities were articulated by Mike, an older millennial working in
manufacturing logistics at a corporate headquarters, who mentioned that the organization
had more older than younger employees because everyone was in a professional level
role or higher at his location. The interviewee stated he believed there was naturally
going to be an older population in supervisory roles in the workplace. While not all
organizations had the same approach as Mike’s, which he reported as elevating
employees based on longevity, baby boomers may still have different expectations as
they progress in their careers. Rob, a factory supervisor of 10 years, stated as baby
boomers progressed in their careers, many of them tended to want to get away from the
factory floor because they did not want to work weekends, or they wanted something
different because of the unpredictability and stress associated with that type of job.
Commonalities were found in the mass production industries where Brad in
construction, Rob in manufacturing, and Mike in logistics reported the less labor
intensive jobs were preferred by or assigned to baby boomers as they age in their
industries. They reported a combination of baby boomers weeding themselves out and
supervisors assuming the baby boomer subordinates could no longer do the labor
intensive parts of the job.
The shift of baby boomers in the workplace continues to evolve. Leah, the
youngest and newest, even at six years in the role, on the leadership team at a state
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foundation where most employees had been with the organization for more than 20 years,
reported a significant culture shift during her time in the organization, taking her from an
organization with over 700 employees to just over 120 people.
Now we're shifting, and a lot of those folks have retired or left the organization
and we have a lot of new younger staff members. And so, it is an interesting
conversation quite frankly, because I think it was something that was really a core
part of our organizational culture just three years ago that we would have [older]
folks in leadership. The majority of our leadership team were boomers and now
that's really starting to shift. Those decisions were made intentionally. So, they
[baby boomers] had planned retirements. All of them had planned retirements.
And so, out of that came a lot of promotions.
While the shift in the organization may have been intentional on the part of baby
boomers, it still left a gap in employees to take over the leadership positions vacated and
will require the hiring and training of new employees. According to some reports from
this study, organizations also looked at ways to get rid of or at the very least limit the
timeframe baby boomers were in the current organization. According to Andrea, another
millennial board member put forth an idea to limit terms, likely to get rid of the baby
boomer board members as most of the board she works with would meet the limits
proposed, clearing the board for all new and likely younger members.
The issue that a lot of people [in municipal events] have is an excessive amount of
baby boomers on their board, because it's harder to grow and flourish adjust with
the times. It's not really an issue for me, but there's a lot of boards that literally,
there's like 15 members and they're all in their 70s, every single one, whereas I
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have like four 60 year olds, a 70 year old in that age range…At convention last
year, one of the breakout sessions you could go to was dealing with, I don't know
how they phrased it so it wasn't offensive, but you know what I mean, like old
boards, because really old boards is hard for [events] that are thriving off of the
entertainment components within [events] all of those larger and like more
successful [events] are mostly millennials running them.
One of the significant problems reported from millennials supervisors in events
and technology was change. According to Tim, a supervisor in the technology industry,
his baby boomers’ experience was great 20 years ago but now technology is changing
daily, causing struggles for the baby boomers. He said, “Either you got to keep up or you
got to get out. I mean, that's the reality of it.” Tim added that the work in the technology
industry has transitioned from a split of technical and labor intensive to more than threefourths of the work being technical, and the rest labor based. He stated,
I think that has been a struggle for them [baby boomers] as well, because not only
are they not keeping up technically, some of my baby boomers can't physically
keep up. I mean, that's the reality. They can't do the demands of what it takes.
This inability to keep up physically was seconded by Brad, a manager in the construction
industry, who commented the first thing that came to mind when thinking of baby
boomers was their lack of physical ability and due to this the inability to do the more
demanding physical tasks. Additionally, introducing technology related to programs used
to update job statuses or even picking up the phone instead hopping onto the computer to
learn about updates necessary to do daily tasks was problematic in his organization when
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he considered the engagement of baby boomers in comparison to the younger
generations.
The lack of baby boomers adapting with training or the use of technology has
even changed hiring practices in some organizations. According to Samantha, who has
experienced a more advanced use of technology in current banking responsibilities, stated
more of a need to hire people who wanted to grow and develop, which she believed likely
does not include baby boomers but younger generations. She discussed,
They're not hiring those people that just want to be a teller because the job here is
more of a customer service representative…I mean, we're looking for people that
want to continue to grow and develop and not just be that comfortable teller on
the front line that doesn't really give any more.
Physical and technological demands on baby boomers and their lack of ability to
keep up leads to questions about why they choose to stay in the workplace. Tim
emphasized the importance of the baby boomers leaving on their own on good terms as
he anticipated a public relations nightmare if it were to happen any other way. He
reported not wanting to deal with an uprising of the close knit community of vocal baby
boomers in a small town.
Discussion
Findings from this study focused on millennials who supervised baby boomer
subordinates are consistent with the literature despite changes in work environment.
Without an understanding of the possible negative organizational outcomes possible with
young leaders managing older employees as explained by Dencker et al. (2008), there
may be further potential for conflict, miscommunication, poor relationships, reduction of
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productivity, and fewer positive behaviors from the older generation. This study reported
a view of the interactions between the millennial and baby boomer generations and
practices described by millennial supervisors and the extent the practices were found
helpful or unsuccessful in light of ongoing workplace changes. Comments from
millennial supervisors in this study often blurred a practice and challenge distinction, so
the findings of this study include both.
Managers in this study and from Cennamo and Gardner (2008) expressed interest
in identifying ways to manage and work more collaboratively, making it important to
understand the expectations of the generations and their influence in the workplace.
While management and collaboration seem to be a common concern in the
multigenerational workplace, there is a lack of trainings and time spent focusing on how
good management of this diversity of generations can lead to higher quality decisionmaking and complex problem-solving processes as more perspectives are considered
(Van Rossem, 2018). Based on the findings of this study, opportunities for connection
between the generations can come from millennial supervisors making time to notice and
rely on the value of baby boomer subordinates, specifically with their historical
perspective on problems or the organization.
Benson and Brown (2011) reported the importance of understanding how people
work and interact, as well as the ability to predict how workers respond to the interactions
in order to recognize how to keep workers satisfied. This satisfaction of workers is
imperative to keeping them in the workplace. As learned in this study, there was much
trial and error as millennial supervisors navigated both unsuccessful and successful
practices at work with the older generation, baby boomers. By sorting through both the
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practices and working styles of the millennial and baby boomer generations as shared in
the literature and this study and focusing on the successful practices such as creating
connections through relationships, valuing baby boomers, and communicating details of a
shared vision, the gap between the generations appears to lessen.
Similarly, as found in this study, sources of conflict between the generations were
mainly found in the unsuccessful practices of change management, communication, and
the differences in ways of thinking. Conclusions from Bencsik et al.’s (2016) research
indicated the best way to solve the difficulties is through discussion and managerial
intervention, which was similar to findings in this study that stated communication,
connection and relationships between the manager and subordinate, and manager
confidence and knowledge about the workplace were successful manager practices.
Bencsik et al.’s research also showed there were advantages to working with different
generations: mutual help, respect, better ideas, and a motivating atmosphere, also
consistent with findings from this sample who reported setting expectations of hard work
through example and collaboration based on historical perspective and experiences of
baby boomer subordinates.
Millennial supervisors from this study and past research touched on the value of
learning and developing in a way that worked best for the individual and expected
themselves as leaders to facilitate that process. According to Zacher et al. (2018), positive
outcomes are more likely if managers draw on accumulated knowledge and experiences
of older workers. Similarly, while many of the millennial supervisors of this study had
some frustration with the regular conversations on historical perspective from baby
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boomers, they still noted the value of the baby boomer subordinates’ experience and
knowledge when it was harnessed in the workplace.
Creating age-diverse teams allowed for knowledge-sharing and minimized age
stereotyping and discrimination based on worldviews (Zacher et al., 2018). According to
Bencsik et al. (2016), in order for managers to take appropriate measures, they need to be
aware of the characteristics of the workplace attitudes of each generation, incorporating
intergenerational management. This is a part of engaging and creating relationships with
the baby boomers. The sample of millennial supervisors in this study reported the
importance of connection and relationship building as successful practices to learn what
the baby boomers bring to their positions and the larger organization.
Results focused on leadership practices necessary for success in organizations
were consistent in finding the leadership practices of leading employees, change
management, and building and mending relationships as important to both millennials
and baby boomers (Gentry et al., 2011), which aligns with the findings from this study.
Change management and relationship-building practices were found as important factors
in this study as to how millennial supervisors successfully interacted with baby boomer
subordinates.
Overall, the responses to the interview questions for this study were expected as
they aligned with earlier research. I was surprised at the millennial participants’
willingness to share some of the stories and commentary they did since age in the
workplace can be a sensitive topic and as supervisors they might feel the need to step
back and be a bit more politically correct. Some examples of the more direct comments
shared are, “Sometimes they [baby boomers] are just a pain in the ass.” and “It's really
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easy to rag on the baby boomers because they are harder to work with. But I really enjoy
working with the baby boomers that I do have.” The participants were willing to share
their opinions, though I believe some appreciated being able to approach their responses
from more of an organization perspective and responding more carefully. These
participants would hesitate and take some time to process the questions or analyze their
responses, saying things like, “That's a tricky question. I don't know if I know how they
would describe them. It's easier to speak to…” Some participants even had their own
realizations, “Gosh, these are interesting questions, because I feel a lot of self-reflection
in this too. Wow. Deep thinking today.” and “Who knew this was about self-reflection
for me today.” The most unexpected remarks were those included in the Other Salient
Findings section. Though I was aware baby boomers were staying in the workplace, I had
only heard rumblings of baby boomers being forced out of the workplace. I did not
expect to hear the focus on the inability of baby boomers to do the work assigned to them
and the need to get them out of the workplace on their own or be forced out.
Summary
This chapter focused on the findings and a discussion of interviews with
millennials who supervised baby boomers in various workplaces with ongoing changes.
With much trial and error millennial supervisors utilized unsuccessful and successful
practices working with baby boomer subordinates and efforts to strengthen the
relationship between these generations. While there were numerous examples in each
theme, not all the same practices were consistently effective or ineffective with individual
baby boomers or a collective group of them.
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Chapter Four discussed the findings of the research, and Chapter Five will focus
on the implications of this chapter’s findings.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PROPOSAL TO ENHANCE INTERGENERATIONAL
WORKPLACE INTERACTIONS
The purpose of this qualitative dissertation in practice study was to identify
practices millennial supervisors reported using with baby boomer subordinates and report
on which millennials found helpful or unsuccessful in light of ongoing workplace
changes. Findings were detailed in Chapter 4. While the research question was narrow,
the implications open this proposal to inclusion of the other generations. Interactions
between millennials and baby boomers are the foundation in this study, but results are
consistent with the literature. Both reflect the argument that while worldviews for all
generations differ because of their experiences and may lead to workplace difficulties,
attention to each person as an individual can support better interactions.
Both research and anecdotal accounts report workplace conflicts between
members of different generations. This research sought to increase understanding of the
particular challenges faced by millennials who supervise baby boomers. Results
confirmed the effect of negative stereotypes about baby boomers. Millennial supervisors
reported limited success with baby boomers, especially in change situations, confirming
those stereotypes. Study participants, millennial supervisors, also reported, consistent
with stereotypes, that baby boomers were uncomfortable with change, especially with
technical change.
Although another negative stereotype about baby boomers in the workplace is
their reliance and attachment to their own work histories and the organization’s history,
millennial supervisors reported benefits in connection and relationship building, showing
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the baby boomers they were valued, and using their historical perspective to benefit the
organization.
While participants in this study stated their organizations often provided training
on how supervisors should work with or manage members of the millennial generation,
nearly all participants noted there was no specific training or guidance on best practices
for managing the baby boomer generation. Based on the lack of training and on findings
related to differences in individual attitudes, behaviors, and expectations of supervisors in
the workplace, I propose an Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire,
ongoing training through Workplace Learnings, and intentional informal managersubordinate interactions for all employees in the workplace.
This chapter addresses the study’s aim by recommending practices, describing
procedures for implementation of the recommended practices, and research- and
leadership-related implications. This chapter closes with a final summary and conclusion
of this dissertation in practice.
Aim Statement
The aim of this dissertation in practice is to improve the practices millennials use
to supervise baby boomers in the workplace as a way to strengthen interaction between
these generations. Through the foundational aim and through the process of developing
this dissertation in practice, it became clear that connections found between the reports of
this study’s participants and the literature support extending the scope of the proposal to
include all generations.
As reported in previous research and confirmed by findings from this study,
interactions in the workplace appear to be influenced by stereotypes or assumptions and
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are influential in how members of the generations interact. Strengthening interactions
between the generations relies on the supervisors to make an effort to build the
relationships between themselves and their subordinates. Both the unsuccessful and
successful practices reported by millennials as they supervised baby boomer subordinates
are used as a foundation for identifying potential effective interactions between older and
younger workers that may be enhanced or recreated to guide future conversations or
potential trainings for the workplace. While the focus of this study was on the practices of
millennials supervising baby boomers, for the same reasons there may be workplace
problems between all generations. The proposed practices of an Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire, ongoing training through Workplace
Learnings, and intentional informal manager-subordinate interactions for all employees in
the workplace could include all employees because they would all benefit from sharing
their own awareness of self and perspectives on how the trainings and addressed topics
are implemented in the workplace. My intent is to share this information to educate
managers, trainers, and human resources staff of organizations that seek my coaching
assistance to strengthen relationships between employees.
Proposed Practices
This section proposes initiatives to not only strengthen interactions between
millennial supervisors and baby boomer subordinates but the entire organization through
the creation of intentional opportunities for connection and relationship building to
reduce the effect of stereotypes on interactions in the workplace. While the literature and
this proposal reflect findings from my study focusing on millennials and baby boomers,
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supervisors and subordinates of all generations could benefit from the proposed practices
and the research focused on successful and unsuccessful practices used in the workplace.
The complex real-world problem of interest in this study is interpersonal
interaction in the workplace. The focus of this research was on the particular dynamic of
younger supervisors and older subordinates, millennials and baby boomers, and
approaches to reduce the effect of stereotypes on interactions in the workplace.
Productive interaction between generations requires participants to set aside or accept
differences, both of generations and individuals, rather than relying on stereotypes.
Generational differences affect human worldviews, which individuals bring into the
workplace.
The lives and worldviews of the two generations in this study, like all generations,
are powerfully influenced by defining moments that have contributed, along with
messages throughout their lives to their worldviews. See Table 1 and Appendix A.
Drawing on the literature and anecdotal accounts, I expected there to be some differences
in what organizational members believed about members of other generations and the
stereotypes they employed when interacting with them. Consistent with expectations, in
this study, many millennial supervisors reported their perception of their organization
peers was that baby boomers were resistant to or uncomfortable with change and heavily
focused on the history of their positions and organizations. Although they maintained a
strong work ethic, some supervisors perceived that conceptions baby boomers had of
themselves in their organizations led some to make efforts to leave their marks on the
organization, sometimes in ways not consistent with organizational norms or strategies.
The perceptions millennial supervisors reported about baby boomers created a framework
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for the successful and unsuccessful approaches they used to supervise baby boomers.
While reports in the literature also stated baby boomers generally expect managers to
motivate and engage them, giving specific details to communicate expected tasks, this
may not be the case for how all baby boomers, or the other generations, operate in the
workplace. Literature from Arsenault (2004) and Martin and Ottemann (2015) reported
baby boomers want the opportunity for autonomy and self-expression, or different
individuals may privilege support and others autonomy.
The value of diversity in the workplace has been identified. Arsenault (2004)
states organizations should value diversity in their organizations and notes that
generational differences are one form of this diversity. According to Arsenault (2004)
and Van Rossem (2018) age diversity can eliminate groupthink and maintain a
connection with served populations. Helping employees understand the presence and
origin of generational differences and the value of recognizing individual differences can
help an organization minimize intergenerational conflict.
In order to address the aim of reducing interpersonal workplace conflict, I propose
a three-part plan which includes an Information and Communication Preferences
Questionnaire, ongoing training through Workplace Learnings, and intentional informal
manager-subordinate interactions for all employees in the workplace. A first step to limit
generational bias in the workplace would be to give supervisors and subordinates an
opportunity to know one another as more than a role and help them develop awareness of
how humans draw on stereotypes because it is a habit, easier, and perhaps easier to blame
someone else. Managers need to strive to respond and adapt to each subordinate with
individualized communication and experiences rather than making assumptions about
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what an entire subordinate cohort might need. When there is a focus on individualized
needs for specific trainings there is likely to be more opportunity for growth and
development.
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire
Participants of this study previously noted contention in the supervisory
relationships from assumptions of perceived expectations instead of millennials taking
time to ask their baby boomers about their preferences. The Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire, a personal work profile to provide
information from all employees of all generations in the organization, focuses on
workplace preferences such as methods of communication, feedback, furthering
knowledge, and expectations of supervisors and coworkers. Its intent is to provide
information to individualize the employee experience and strengthen relationships.
Further a variation of the questionnaire could reduce tension based on assumptions and a
disconnect in expectations between the millennial supervisor and baby boomer
subordinates in the workplace.
Based on the study’s findings, I recommend supervisors seek to learn about their
subordinates and teams seek to learn about their coworkers in the workplace through an
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire. The questionnaire would be
completed by managers and subordinates as a part of their onboarding process and
initially distributed to all current employees of all generations. Managers would then
receive the completed questionnaires of their team for review. Similarly, managers could
choose to give subordinates a copy of their own Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire to help subordinates identify more about their supervisor’s
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workplace preferences and expectations. A sample Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire is found in Appendix H.
The Form and Its Use
Attitudes towards work supervisors and subordinates begin developing based on
life experiences and world events, well before a person enters a workplace (Mannheim,
1928/1952). The Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire offers an
opportunity for all employees of all generations to identify individual workplace
preferences on methods of communication, feedback, furthering knowledge, and
expectations of supervisors. With the individual information on self-reported skills and
preferences, supervisors can then better prepare to frame communication toward the
person, rather than the stereotype. Instead of using generational characteristics to form
stereotypes or make assumptions, supervisors need to view the noted characteristics as
clues of what a person will be like.
Beginning a new employee’s work experience with a tool such as the Information
and Communication Preferences Questionnaire would send a message that the company
culture seeks to be one that makes an effort to engage employees based on their
individual characteristics. The opportunity for individual employees to provide
information to their supervisor and team assists in aligning process or work assignments
with what the organization offers and expects, which may lead to less workplace conflict.
Communication and connection could be enhanced through the intentional use of the
questionnaire.
Questions on the questionnaire include:
1. Favorite method of communication.
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2. Preferred frequency of communication.
3. Favorite method of receiving feedback.
4. Preferred frequency of receiving feedback.
The method response options include email, phone, face-to-face, virtual, or text. The
frequency response options include frequently, regularly, sparingly, and as needed. The
questionnaire continues with a couple of open-ended questions:
5. What would you like to learn more about in our organization? What functions
or systems?
6. What knowledge/skills would you like to build?
7. How do you prefer to learn new knowledge/skills? (group training, individual
training, experiential, in-person, virtual, etc.)
8. What do you still have questions about?
The last question provides an opportunity for employees to note any additional questions
they have about their position, the work environment, or organization.
This Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire would be used
as a potential framework for one-on-one conversations with managers and subordinates
of all generations during job training or even later in their employment for more
comprehensive and personalized training, follow-up, and performance reviews. In such a
conversation, managers have the opportunity to be transparent in what is realistic about
meeting the subordinate’s noted preferences. While subordinates may work for different
supervisors over time, the questionnaire would be made available to a new supervisor.
Noting how individuals prefer to be communicated with could assist with the
problematic practices noted in this study, giving all employees an opportunity to share
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how they want to learn new information and have information communicated to them,
and how frequently. They also could learn the preferences of supervisors for
communication and feedback. These responses allow for supervisors to formulate
specific approaches to individuals with the goals of less tension and conflict, while
supporting effective operation. Subordinates are more likely to feel valued if their
preferences are addressed, which was also noted as an important practice by millennial
supervisors of this study.
Challenges With Self-Disclosure and Change
Self-disclosure and change both require vulnerability from employees. There may
be a fear of what could happen because of what employees share on their questionnaire.
Similarly, change requires employees to go outside of their comfort zone and try
something new or different to see if it works. Baby boomers have been characterized as
having a preference for doing what has worked and may not understand the need for
change to occur.
Though there might be problems or concerns with self-disclosure, I believe
employees may be more forthcoming with information on the questionnaire when they
first begin a job and share at least some of the requested information. Additionally, even
if an employee had a negative experience with management in the past, leading to some
hesitation to share some of the requested information, the opportunity to provide
information still shows the manager’s intentional efforts to be aware of workplace
preferences.
Overall, findings of this study consistently reported examples of change
management that were unsuccessful. Some millennials participants from this study
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reported their baby boomer subordinates were resistant to or uncomfortable with change
and focused on the history of their positions and organizations. The baby boomers’ focus
on historical perspective was to emphasize that something was already tried or already
working in the organization, so there was more hesitation towards the unknown. Also,
based on the reports of this study, another change that came with the response of
discomfort for baby boomers was training and engagement with technology.
There were also some assumptions made by the millennial supervisors that the
baby boomer subordinates were understanding things in the same way as millennials
were in the workplace, creating further reported challenges in workplace relationships. A
questionnaire would provide self-reported information on the individual and note
preferences and opportunities for future training and provide a framework for transparent
and individualized conversations. Millennials from this study self-reported their need to
approach things individualistically because it is their preference to not be lumped into
categories and view people with a fresh perspective. A form like this would supply
information on each employee before leaders have an opportunity to spend significant
time with a subordinate and takes away some of the guessing of how a person fits into a
team.
Each employee in the organization would have access to their own Information
and Communication Preferences Questionnaire to update if there were any changes to
their communication or feedback preferences based on experiences or new skills the
employee would like to build that need to be reflected or if after a time the employee was
more comfortable sharing different information. The electronic drive containing the
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completed forms would then notify the manager and human resources staff updates had
been submitted.
Individualizing Experiences and Building Relationships
While individualizing experiences does not mean all the answers to relationship
problems in the workplace will be provided, supervisors could use the information shared
to assist in building relationships within the team. Adaptations necessary for the team,
supervisor approaches, or subordinate attitudes could be discovered through this form as
well. The form could put more emphasis on differences and the facilitation of alternative
viewpoints, creating an opportunity for more personalized onboarding training through a
raised awareness of the employee skills and experiences.
The questionnaire would also help another problem that managers from this study
noticed in themselves, such as seeking advice on work problems from other millennials
for advice on work problems, who similarly, have not considered the presence or effect of
different worldviews and may not be giving the best or most appropriate advice. The
majority of millennial participants in this study were concerned with the belief that baby
boomers perceived them lacking experience as supervisors, and the questionnaire would
give everyone the opportunity to identify their preferences and knowledge and skill needs
to eventually be included in the training sessions.
Workplace Learnings
The next recommendation based on this study and previous research is to offer
more comprehensive and personalized trainings for both managers and subordinates.
Providing training, with information and opportunities for interaction, is another step
toward reducing the effects of generational stereotypes in the workplace. Most millennial
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supervisors from this study reported they did not receive any training from their
workplace on how to manage or work with their baby boomer subordinates. Although
they noted the absence of training on how to manage baby boomer subordinates, several
millennial supervisors reported they perceived baby boomer subordinates expected them
to have all the answers in the workplace.
Managers first need to be able to recognize, acknowledge, and then decide when
it is appropriate to accommodate differences in their subordinates. As demonstrated in
this study, no two people bring the exact same background or experiences to their
workplace, making it necessary to see employees as individuals rather than grouping
them together. My analysis of the reports of millennial managers interviewed for this
study is that, too often, managers work with assumptions instead of communicating with
the subordinates to address who they actually are. Supervisors also need to appreciate the
commonalities subordinates bring to the team and workplace rather than relying
predominantly on perceived generational differences or stereotypes. Drawing on
knowledge instead of assumptions and an appreciation of commonalities in subordinates,
managers would then be able to maximize the strengths of generations represented in
their organizations.
Training to Support the Proposal
Organizations often get caught up in providing very specific training that they
expect to work equally for everyone. If the goal is to find training that benefit everyone,
then the focus should be on developing interpersonal and soft skills of their employees to
maximize their potential. According to Cennamo and Gardner (2008) and Martin and
Ottemann (2015), all generations currently found in the workplace prefer some type of
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continued training and development or opportunity to learn new skills for personal
improvement. Similarly, other research noted that creating, learning, adapting, and
serving as a way for employees to feel satisfied in their roles in an organization (Balda &
Mora, 2011; Benson & Brown, 2011). The literature aligns with findings from this study
as several supervisors noted the importance of providing tips and tricks to their
subordinates as a way to simplify technology, and one participant reported the value of
on-the-spot training for their baby boomer subordinates in an effort to teach the
organizational approach to different organizational tasks. This focus on individualized
development allows for more comprehensive and personalized trainings based on some
of the needs identified in the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire.
Focused training is particularly appropriate to address the issues revealed by this
study. As several millennials reported in this study, baby boomers who do not stay
engaged with changes and technology specific to their workplace may no longer be able
to contribute at an expected level in their workplace. Another reason to provide focused
training reflects the arguments of Greller and Stroh (2004) and Zacher et al. (2018), who
note the need to retain older workers because of the gap in available and qualified
workers. Thus, accommodations like regular trainings and making the older workers feel
valued so they will not leave may be necessary. Focusing on the training themes of
interpersonal and soft skills, useful in everyday work-life instead of one-time projects,
creates opportunities for both supervisors and subordinates to focus on improving
interactions and reducing conflict.
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Training Purposes
Workplace Learnings are workshops on soft-skill topics including diversity
(including generational diversity), emotional intelligence, relationship building or team
building, conflict management, self-awareness, navigating change and transition, valuing
people, and communication. Not just managers but employees at all levels learning about
the topics and then being expected to apply the presented ideas in practice or at the very
least have some shared language for discussions reduce conflict and improve interactions.
Trainings like this also show an investment in people and an opportunity for training and
development as a way to remain relevant in the workplace. Supervisors can observe
subordinates in the joint trainings and note individuality. Additionally, the Workplace
Learnings have potential to create an organizational culture of leaders instead of bosses
and help everyone feel empowered with their skills in their roles within the organization.
Ongoing Opportunity
An ongoing rotation of the Workplace Learnings allows new hires to join in as
they are on-boarded. The monthly workshop curriculum would focus on different topics,
with most based on the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire and
would include an opportunity for special topics based on team needs throughout the year.
The characteristics of the special topics would be its composition and its topic focus.
These special topics provide the opportunity to intentionally gather representatives of
different generations to talk about something they are all involved in such as generating
ideas for new markets or streamlining new processes. This gives the chance for a variety
of perspectives to be heard. There would also be a focus on using the special topics as a
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way to train managers on effective interactions with subordinates of different generations
and their perceived expectations and connection to the questionnaire.
Employees would be expected to attend this internal training of one to three hours
per workshop with a requirement of attending at least three per year, plus the special
topics as assigned. All workshops would be free of charge and offered during a
timeframe most appropriate for the specific workplace so that workers would essentially
be paid to attend. The workshops provide an opportunity for employees to further learn
about themselves and also their coworkers.
Informal Interaction Opportunities
Based on the collective reports of millennial supervisors of baby boomer
subordinates for this study, drawing on intentionally fostered relationships is a successful
approach to working with baby boomers in the workplace. Supervisors reported that
when they made time to discuss topics outside of work, they were able to make
connections with subordinates. One millennial supervisor detailed how he was able to
connect over haircuts and an interest his subordinate had in flowers. The supervisor noted
the importance of this connection to make his subordinate feel happy and appreciated
because he could acknowledge a commonality outside of work, something he considered
“strategic leadership.” This demonstrates how important it is for the workplace to provide
intentional opportunities for informal interactions among employees. These opportunities
could be optional activities that are seen as a break to attend and offer the opportunity for
employees to be seen, including: luncheons, brain breaks, coffee chats, social hours,
outings, or service. Luncheon styles would be dependent on the organization since
employees could do a bring-your-own lunch, box lunches could be served, or an external
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outing could be planned. There would also be an opportunity for managers to break their
subordinates into different teams to make the luncheons more intimate. A brain break is a
mental break from work or may be seen as an opportunity for employees to relax for a
designated short period of time during the workday. Mingling in a less formal setting
allows for more natural connections between employees based on interests rather than
only work.
The combination of the Information and Communication Preferences
Questionnaire, the Workplace Learnings, and the intentional yet informal interaction
opportunities have powerful potential to address the real-world problem of workplace
interactions.
Evidence that Supports the Practices
This study and prior research support the proposed practices of an Information
and Communication Preferences Questionnaire, subsequent Workplace Learnings, and
more informal interactions for all members of the organization in an effort to improve
interactions in the workplace among generations and reduce the effects of stereotypes on
these interactions. As reported by Van Rossem (2018), intergenerational conflict is said
to occur due to a variation of values, behaviors, and identity, and Anderson et al. (2017)
found that the change in each generation’s work values may require new adjustments in
the workplace. Similarly, as reported by the participants of this study, some contention
may be due to the perception of expectations baby boomer subordinates have of
millennials as supervisors. Numerous participants in this study acknowledged they had
not taken the time to ask their baby boomer subordinates what their expectations of them
as a manager were, meaning the expectations of what clear communication and
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movement forward looked like as reported in this study were assumptions based on
previous actions of the baby boomer subordinates in the workplace. The Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire would provide an opportunity to recognize
and then confirm the expectations and preferences of individuals about their workplace
and role and minimize the reliance on generational assumptions.
Manager Interest in Training and Support
Managers are not only interested in proving training for their subordinates but
also see the value in their own development. A study from Cennamo and Gardner (2008)
found that managers expressed interest in identifying ways to manage and work more
collaboratively with subordinates. Similarly, Van Rossem (2018) found that millennials
considered themselves to have less experience and to need more support, underpinning
the need for the ongoing trainings to build their confidence as managers. Likewise,
manager participants in this study noted their own lack of training and experience
necessary to manage their baby boomer subordinates. Based on the collective research,
ongoing workplace trainings for all employees are important.
Generational Differences as a Diversity Issue
The Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire and Workplace
Learnings would display the similarities and differences of employees and offer a
facilitated environment for both to be expressed, allowing further opportunity for
connection, while the informal interactions offer opportunity for connection over more
individualized areas of interest. The expression of individuality and opportunities to mix
and match generations may be one of the strongest ways to recognize that differences will
remain. Additionally, because generational differences are seen as a diversity issue
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(Arsenault, 2004), good management of this diversity can lead to higher quality decisionmaking and complex problem-solving processes because more perspectives are
considered (Van Rossem, 2018). Due to the diversity in generations, there is also a
difference in expectations and viewpoints in the workplace leading to conflict between
generations. This is why this questionnaire, and ongoing trainings where expectations of
individuals can be discussed, supplemented with more informal interactions in the
workplace are relevant solutions. Individualizing the experience could reduce the effects
stereotypes have on interactions in the workplace.
Best Practices Working With Different Generations
Conclusions from Bencsik et al.’s (2016) research indicates the best way to solve
the difficulties between generations is through discussion and managerial intervention.
This study also showed there are advantages to working with different generations:
mutual help, respect, better ideas, and a motivating atmosphere. While the millennial
supervisors in this study reported they do not want to be overly managing, perhaps
contradicting one of the best ways to solve difficulties between generations, Benson and
Brown’s (2011) study reported baby boomers wanting co-worker and supervisor support
and for supervisors to be trained and know what they are doing. This is another
opportunity for supervisors to talk organizationally and be transparent about how
individuals’ preferences and expectations may or may not be met.
Expectations With Management. Trainings for the entire organization would
offer opportunity to enhance individual values, ethics, and standards, which also meet
baby boomer subordinate interests (Arsenault, 2004). One older millennial participant in
this study, Becca, said baby boomer subordinates expected her to know and have all the
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answers in the workplace, plus serve as an advocate for the baby boomer preferences. She
stated she was also aware of the baby boomers’ desire to be seen as more than their work.
Being clear, detailed, and prescriptive were reported by millennial supervisors to be the
minimum expectation from baby boomer subordinates, in contrast to the ways millennials
supervisors described themselves. Millennials managers in this study reported themselves
as “not overly managing,” though some said they found they needed to be authoritative,
and many noted not always being successful in their communication and relationship
building practices. In addition to their other potential outcomes, the actions proposed here
address baby boomer subordinate expectations of engaged supervisors in the workplace.
Intentional Relationships. Another practice found successful in this study was
making connection and relationship building intentional in the workplace. Numerous
studies (for example, Arsenault, 2004; Balda & Mora, 2011; Martin & Ottemann, 2015)
of millennials found relationships and a team approach as central to the millennial’s
accomplishments of personal and professional goals. The Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire offers a first step in getting to know an
employee in a way that might otherwise take considerable time to learn through
experience. Further opportunities through the Workplace Learnings offer engagement
between all generations in order to focus on soft skills, including team and relationship
building. Similarly, the informal interactions provided by the organization managers
intentionally creates an opportunity for rapport among all workers. Through intentional
relationship building, there is further appreciation of what each person offers in their
specific roles and as individual people. These points of connection or contention may also
elevate the comfort level to know what kind of focused conversations would help
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employees build relationships in formal and informal work settings. Opportunity for
connection is foundational; millennial supervisors in this study noted the importance of
being intentional in getting to know their baby boomer subordinates.
Individualization and Customization. Arsenault’s (2004) study stated these two
generations, millennials and baby boomers, agree on the value of learning and developing
in a way that works best for the individual and expect leaders to facilitate that process.
Similarly, most millennial supervisors in this study stated the need to understand the
bigger picture and treat people individually. Individualization could reduce the effects of
stereotypes of generational differences in the workplace among all generations.
Generational differences are recognized as one form of diversity (Arsenault, 20004)
because of the differences in worldview which create differing expectations and
viewpoints in the workplace expresses the need to look at people individually.
One millennial supervisor from this study reported an appreciation for others as
individuals, so she spent her time communicating and adapting to the needs of the baby
boomer subordinates in her workplace which she found as a successful practice and
personally rewarding. This is precisely what the Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire, Workplace Learnings, and intentional informal interactions
are intended to facilitate.
As baby boomers remain in the workplace longer, partially due their identity
being attached to their work, medical advancements helping them stay beyond the typical
retirement age, and the downturn of the economy, as they need money to maintain the
lifestyle they are accustomed to (Benson & Brown, 2011; Zemke et al., 2013) engaging
them in the future is important. In an effort for baby boomers to remain engaged in the
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workplace there is a need for further development of this generation in areas of strategic
planning, budgeting, technology, and soft skills. These are some of the topics of focus the
proposed Workplace Learnings could address.
According to Martin and Ottemann (2015), managers in the workplace must be
willing to put the time and energy into the customization of personal and professional
development, based on what is valued by subordinates. When an organization does not
live up to a person’s expectations or preferences, conflict and retention issues may occur.
The questionnaire provides an opportunity for managers to show interest in individual
expectations, preferences, and values, giving the supervisors and the organization a way
to customize development of all subordinates. Similarly, drawing on individuality allows
for specific input and feedback based on individual on what is possible or reasonable to
solve problems in the workplace.
Communication and Feedback. Both generations are said to need feedback and
to feel heard, valuing clear and specific communication (Anderson et al., 2017; Martin &
Ottemann, 2015). Nine of the 14 supervisors interviewed for this study reiterated the
importance of communication when supervising baby boomers. The supervisors also
shared their belief that the majority of the baby boomers they supervised wanted regular
check-ins from their supervisors and further engagement with their perspective on
projects and decisions within the workplace.
The millennial supervisors highlighted further specifics regarding the value of
clear and detailed communication. One millennial supervisor from this study reported the
differences in the forms of and amount of communication from her was necessary for
each baby boomer subordinate, while another millennial supervisor emphasized the
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necessity of giving specific direction for the baby boomer subordinates to follow through
with their work. According to the same millennial supervisor, not only did the baby
boomer subordinates want to know the steps to get the job done, but also needed to
understand how their quality of work and actions were perceived. In this study seven
respondents spoke to communication and stated the baby boomers they worked with
communicated more face-to-face or by phone than by email. These comments emphasize
the importance of allowing the opportunity for communication preferences to be
identified and use the preferred methods as shared through the Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire as much as possible, also dependent upon
specific organization expectations regarding communication.
Evidence that Challenges the Practices
Though there is much evidence that supports the proposed practices, there are also
some challenges to mention. The challenges are based on the unsuccessful practice
findings from this study which could make it difficult to implement new organizational
changes like the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire, Workplace
Learnings, and informal manager-subordinate interactions as a part of one’s job
responsibilities.
Nearly all millennial supervisors interviewed for this study stated that change, big
or small, was a common concern they had when supervising baby boomers in their
organizations. Change was reported as difficult, sometimes due to the baby boomer’s
desire to leave a legacy or maintain control over their job description as it was modified
to include new responsibilities. According to my study, due to the longevity of the baby
boomers’ careers and what they have learned or experienced over time, baby boomers
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struggle with change because they have seen it develop, evolve from others in lesseffective ways, and have done it one way for so long. The historical perspective of baby
boomers as reported by supervisors in this study may cause complications in their
willingness to add the proposed practices to their jobs.
Altogether, 10 of the 14 interviewed participants reported experiencing conflict
when change was required or needed from the baby boomer subordinates. While the
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire would show what skills need
work or where strengths lie, the trainings and informal manager-subordinate interactions
may be something baby boomer subordinates are unwilling to engage with or do so with
a negative attitude that could further impact the rest of the employees. This study did
show, however, that when a supervisor was able to show the “why” it helped the baby
boomers get on board with the idea. The focus on the “why” of certain workplace
practices may give the opportunity for employees to individualize their approaches to the
work.
Three quarters of interviewed millennial supervisors explained challenge with
new efforts for change in the workplace and a lack of success in getting baby boomers to
change their behaviors or attitudes. Several participants from this study specifically noted
coaching or support were not something all baby boomers were interested in, making it
more difficult to implement changes necessary in the organizations or its people. This
means the baby boomers may be frustrated with the idea they would now need to attend
trainings for something they felt they already knew. Similarly, they may find the informal
activities are a distraction in their workday. The negative reactions may hinder the
opportunity for connection in the workplace, though it could improve the overall
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relationships between baby boomer subordinates and their millennial supervisors, as well
as the relationships between all supervisors and subordinates.
Implementation of the Proposed Practices
Two of the three proposed practices, the Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire and Workplace Learnings, would be implemented directly into
an organization’s onboarding process for all generations of employees. To get the process
started, all current employees would complete the Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire. Managers would be given a copy of each team member’s
completed form and in turn the manager would also give a copy of their form to the
subordinates as a way to lead by example and show the value the organization places on
the opportunity for connection and individualization of experiences. The questionnaire is
one way the team can work on building relationships by recognizing similarities and
differences between individuals in an effort to develop a more cohesive team and focus
on using more successful practices in the workplace.
All questionnaires would be kept on file in an electronic drive shared with human
resources staff, the supervisor, and the subordinate, so it could be edited at any time. The
questionnaire would be updated by individual employees and discussed as necessary with
the larger team or in supervisor and subordinate one-on-ones. The team and one-on-ones
would offer further opportunity to get to know the individual and minimize separation
based on assumptions of generations. Human resources would work with the team
supervisors to discuss priorities for the Workplace Learnings, and to set the schedule for
the next six to 12 months. Managers and subordinates of all generations would be
expected to attend at least three of the offered learning sessions per year to assist with
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creating a shared language and best practices in the workplace. An internal trainer or an
outside facilitator or coach would present the monthly topics, adding in special topics as
needed. The special topics would also serve as an opportunity to obtain intergenerational
perspective on organizational topics, rather than personal ones. The organizational topics
could include future visions or innovations. Much of these details for each workshop are
dependent on the needs of different organizations.
The regularly scheduled but informal manager-subordinate interactions are
proposed based on the reports of millennial supervisors in this study stating the
importance of finding ways to connect beyond typical workplace conversations in an
effort to build connection between subordinates and supervisors. Managers would host a
monthly social opportunity for all employees to create the intentional yet informal
interactions. The social interactions could be in the form of luncheons, brain breaks,
social hours, coffee chats, service, or other outings and interactions. This would assist in
providing another opportunity to socialize about personal or outside of work topics. The
informal interactions also provide an opportunity for employees to be around other
managers and employees they may not regularly work with to build further connections
that could lead to additional personal and professional benefits such as reducing the
effects of stereotypes on workplace interactions. The implementation of the Information
and Communication Preferences Questionnaire, Workplace Learnings, and informal
interactions will require planning by the human resources staff and supervisors with
either an internal or external trainer based on available financial and time resources.
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Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Practices
Several integral factors and stakeholders are necessary to implement the proposed
practices. First, all of management and human resources must be on board with the
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire and the time necessary to do
the monthly or bi-monthly Workplace Learnings with special topics focused on
intergenerational opportunities, and informal interactions, all during the regular workday.
Allowing employees the time for workshops and interactions during their regular
workday shows the value being placed on the trainings, and therefore soft skills, as well
as relationships, implying the importance of engagement with coworkers to strengthen
their interactions. It will also be important for managers and supervisors to share the
“why” behind the workshops and informal interactions as was noted by millennials
supervisors in this study as important to managing baby boomer subordinates.
Support from human resources and upper management will be needed throughout
the implementation and organization of trainings. Managers should make an effort to
recognize the thoughts and feelings they have about the questionnaire, workshops, and
informal manager-subordinate interactions to be sure they are leading by example and
truly acknowledging and sharing the value these new processes and gatherings could
bring to the workplace to strengthen the relationships between generations and reduce the
effects of the stereotypes on interactions in the workplace. The need for managers to
understand the process and reasons behind them is especially valuable in an effort to
communicate the information in detail to their subordinates, also noted as important to
know about baby boomer subordinates in organizations from this study.
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Similar to managers acknowledging their feelings about the new practices, is
potential for subordinates to present what they believe the supervisors want to hear,
outright lying, sucking up, blaming, and other honesty issues, especially on the
questionnaire. If honesty issues are noticed, supervisors would be expected to follow up
on these situations and address them to reiterate the benefits of being honest in these
questionnaires and what this means in regard to the person’s role in the organization.
Supervisors may need additional manager-specific training on how to adapt to the
different styles and needs of their subordinates as well as address potential problems
before they arise. This could be a special topic for one of the regular offered trainings.
Supervisor follow-up on how subordinates interpreted the training and then how
employees plan to implement or use the training in their work will be important as well.
Additionally, there may be a need for funds to support an external facilitator or
coach or an internal trainer to support the Workplace Learnings. Managers and
subordinates will need to collaborate to prioritize training on their schedules. This would
demonstrate manager support for subordinate attendance at the workshops. If an
employee cannot attend in-person workshops there will be a recording with homework or
a quiz for the person who missed to follow-up with, so their attendance is recorded.
Tracking attendance will be one way for managers and human resources to keep
everyone accountable. For the more informal interactions, there will be an intentional
come and go, see and be seen approach with no formal attendance taken.
Timeline for Implementation of the Practices
The timeline for implementation of the proposed practices includes sample
Workplace Learning topics directly connected to the Information and Communication
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Timeline for Implementation
Date

Workplace Learning Focus/
Informal Interactions Focus
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Approximate
Number of
Hours for
Training

January

Topic: Dealing With Change and Transition
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

2
1-2

February

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

1-2
1

March

Topic: Communication and Feedback
Manager-Subordinate Social

April

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Brain Break

May

Topic: My Role in the Team
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

June

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Service Opportunity

1-2
2-4

July

Topic: Technology in the Workplace
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

1-2
1

August

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Social

1-2
1-2

September

Topic: Conflict Management and Decision-Making
Manager-Subordinate Brain Break

October

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

November

Topic: Company Policy and Procedures
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

December

2
1
1-2
1
2
1

2
1
1-2
1
1
1

Topic: Diversity
1-2
Manager-Subordinate Social
1
Note: Dates will vary by organization needs and resources available. Special topics will
focus on the needs of the specific team at that time and incorporate the opportunity to
obtain intergenerational perspective on organizational topics.
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Evaluating the Outcome of Implementing the Practices
Evaluating the outcome of the implemented practices is necessary to recognize
what effect the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire, the
Workplace Learnings, and the informal manager-subordinate interactions provided
regularly by the organization are having on the employees and the workplace. Because
there are problems in the workplace between generations, this research focused on
reducing the effects of stereotypes on interactions in the workplace. Reports of successful
and unsuccessful practices by millennial supervisors managing baby boomer subordinates
were incorporated in planning the Information and Communication Preferences
Questionnaire prompts. The questionnaire offers opportunity for supervisors and
subordinates to share their expectations of supervisors in the organization, and other
individual preferences. The questionnaire can be used to select future training topics
based on the areas of growth or support noted by the managers and subordinates on their
forms or through verbal feedback.
A brief pre- and post- survey would be used to evaluate employee comfort level
or understanding of a topic prior to and after the designated Workplace Learnings. This
would also offer insight into the best approach for the next round of soft skills or special
topic training. Similarly, follow-up conversations in regular team gatherings or one-onone meetings would be beneficial to evaluate the relevance and significance of the
workshops and how employees may be implementing the learned skills.
Furthermore, while it may not be necessary to segregate the generations and
endorse complaint sessions and us-them thinking for the trainings and focus more on
departments or teams, it may be necessary to review how the trainings are being received
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by members of the different generations in an effort to make sure the generational
differences are being addressed appropriately and maintaining the focus based on
individual needs.
Incorporation of the informal manager-subordinate interactions during the
workday would be evaluated by noting the number of people in attendance at the event
and if it appears the event facilitates an opportunity for people to relax and build
connections with each other in an informal setting. To be sure the setting is providing
more personalized conversations, question prompts focused on hobbies and interests
could be placed in the space and used by employees. Employees could also be surveyed
about the experience and what they would like to see in the future, though this might
make the event feel more formal.
Implications
In this section, I will describe this study’s implications, in particular the study’s
practical implications to make adjustments in the workplace to strengthen interactions
among generations. This study’s findings provided insight into generational differences,
especially millennial and baby boomer workplace practices, providing practical value in
the training context. The study also revealed several implications for future research.
Further, this study informs leadership theory and practice, through transformational
leadership’s focus on connection and relationships, especially when looking at
supervisors and managers and their workplace practices with subordinates. Finally, I will
provide a summary of the dissertation in practice.
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Practical Implications
This study contributes to research that gives real-life examples of both successful
and unsuccessful practices used by millennials as they supervise baby boomer
subordinates. By knowing the unsuccessful practices, there is opportunity to make
adjustments in the workplace and focus more on successful practices to strengthen
interactions between the two generations and reduce the effects of stereotypes on these
interactions. Without the willingness to be aware of and then adjust to using more
successful practices, subordinates may not connect with supervisors. This lack of
connection could lead to unhappy subordinates due to ongoing conflict, being forced out
of the workplace, or not gain re-entry to the workplace due to the characterization of
working styles and attitudes of some baby boomers.
While generations have similarities and differences, according to millennial
supervisors in this study and other researchers (Arsenault, 2004; Dencker et al., 2018;
Mannheim 1928/1952; Van Rossem, 2018; Weber 2017), it is less important to focus on
the generational cohorts than it is to focus on the individual personal values orientation,
life experiences, and eventually needs of employees in the workplace, and specifically
make sure supervisors have the resources and training necessary to do their jobs and
assist individual employees. This is why the proposed practices focus on obtaining
individualized information on employees and creating and offering workshops to improve
practices and informal gatherings in the workplace to work towards strengthening
interactions among generations.
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Implications for Future Research
Future research would benefit from a similar study but instead interviewing baby
boomer subordinates and obtaining their perspective, thereby adding to the insights from
the millennial supervisor perspective. It would be interesting to note the baby boomer
perceptions of successful and unsuccessful practices and gain further understanding of
the role of baby boomer subordinates instead of only the perspective of their millennial
supervisors in the outcomes of practices. I would also be interested in learning about
baby boomer supervisors of millennial subordinates to compare and contrast the
generational experiences with practices as managers and subordinates. Another area of
focus could be on the generation between the millennials and baby boomers, generation
x, and obtaining their perspectives on workplace practices as supervisors and
subordinates. Beyond the change in participants, the same phenomenological approach
could be used with a similar interview methodology.
Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice
The findings from this dissertation in practice research study findings display the
prevalence of both unsuccessful and successful practices in the workplace that are
primarily based on differences in individuals and stereotypes about generations and the
relationship between millennial supervisors and baby boomer subordinates. According to
Burke (2018), leadership occurs when a follower exists and wants direction. Chapter One
of this study defined manage and supervise as describing interactions with subordinates
and supporting team success through a focus on people and tasks (Azad et al., 2017). This
focus on people and tasks as a manager is important for organizations to be intentional in
solving problems and being efficient and effective to keep the organization running. This
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intentionality needs to go one step further and have a deeper investment in the people of
the organization as shown through the research in this study. Both relationships and the
influences between leaders and followers are a primary focus in transformational
leadership, so especially important when looking at managers and their workplace
practices with subordinates.
Transformational leadership speaks to investing in and developing people in an
effort to see change and growth. Change and growth in this study are most acknowledged
in the successful practices shared by millennial supervisors of baby boomer subordinates,
pinpointing the supervisors more as leaders and the subordinates as followers.
Transformational leadership (Burns, 1978, as cited in Komives et al. 2013), is focused on
the followers’ needs and goals. According to Komives et al. (2013), transformational
leaders often express the values of peace, justice, fairness, liberty, and equal opportunity,
many of which are consistent with millennial and baby boomer values as found in earlier
noted research and shown in Appendix A, Table 1. Further research differentiating
managers and leaders could be warranted based on the connections made in this study.
Summary of the Dissertation in Practice
The purpose of this qualitative dissertation in practice study was to identify the
practices millennial supervisors reported using with baby boomer subordinates and share
reports on whether the millennial supervisors found them helpful or unsuccessful.
Millennials and baby boomers working together can encounter challenges within the
workplace due to the differences in worldview among generations (Dencker et al., 2008).
There has been a shift in generations active in the workplace, so more millennials are
supervising the older generations (Zemke et al., 2013). This combination has been
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associated with negative organizational outcomes and behaviors (Dencker et al., 2008),
though that is not always the case. Examination of how millennial managers’ report their
interactions with subordinates of the baby boomer generation and the effects they report
in these interactions is particularly important in light of ongoing workplace changes. The
findings display the prevalence of both unsuccessful and successful practices in the
workplace which are primarily based on differences in individuals and generations or
stereotypes about generations and the relationship between generations.
Findings in the Literature
The literature review discussed the patterns of worldview that vary from
generation to generation. One of the ways generational cohorts evolve is from shared
experiences during their formative years, which may lead to collective attitudes, values,
beliefs, and behaviors for their cohort (Mannheim, 1928/1952; Weber, 2017). Those
differences may be reflected in organizational practices used by millennials (born 1980 to
2000) supervising baby boomers (born 1946 to 1964). Research has shown that the
number of millennials in the workplace is rising (Zemke et al., 2013) and the young
leaders managing older employees may lead to negative organizational outcomes such as
conflict, miscommunication, poor relationships, reduction of productivity, misperception,
prejudice, and fewer positive behaviors from the older generation (Barnes, 2013; Dencker
et al., 2008). Some millennials and baby boomers face challenges in part because of their
differing worldviews. A few generalized differences among millennials and baby
boomers are work values, job satisfaction, job retention, motivation, and organizational
commitment (Cennamo & Gardner, 2008; Martin & Ottemann, 2015). Identifying the
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practices and approaches of millennial supervisors of baby boomers is an important
contribution to improved interactions between generations.
This Study
This qualitative dissertation in practice study reported the practices a sample of
millennial managers reported they used when supervising baby boomer subordinates.
Insight into these intergenerational workings may guide the development of practices to
enhance intergenerational cooperation and help bridge potential relationship gaps.
Furthermore, data from this study affirms that while there are identifiable generalized
social categories in generational cohorts (Van Rossem, 2018), individuals within them
are not uniform.
The primary data for this study came from in-depth interviews with a nonprobability purposive sample group of 14 individuals classified as millennials who
supervised subordinates who are classified as baby boomers. A thematic analysis was
conducted on 14 interviews which also covered millennial participant accounts of their
perception of the baby boomer employees’ expectations of supervisors and what the
millennial supervisors provided in their roles. Three of 14 participants reported mostly
negative characteristics, five reported mostly positive traits, and six participants noted
both positive and negative descriptors of baby boomers in the workplace. While the
reported experiences of the participants who supervised baby boomers were a blend of
positive and negative, the millennial supervisors agreed that there were benefits to having
baby boomers in the workplace.
Nearly all participants reported their unsuccessful and successful practices
supervising baby boomers were often found through trial and error, and nearly all
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participants conveyed there was no specific training or guidance provided in their
organizations on how to work with or manage the baby boomer generation. Unsuccessful
practices of supervision reported in this study included baby boomers and change
management, which included their historical experiences and a perceived fixed mindset,
in addition to the baby boomers’ discomfort with training on new approaches and
advancements in technology. Though some of the millennial supervisors reported little
success in their supervision efforts, others noted successful practices to assist in
strengthening interactions between generations. Successful practices reported in this
study were connection and relationship building, finding ways to show the baby boomers
they were valued, and using baby boomer historical perspective to benefit the
organization. Additionally, this research uncovered a need for managers to communicate
and share organizational vision with subordinates in an effort to be in agreement on
directions in which to move forward. There are problems in the workplace between
generations, and this research focused on reducing effects of stereotypes on interactions
in the workplace.
Recommendations
Based on the findings from this study, I recommend an Information and
Communication Preferences Questionnaire, Workplace Learnings, or workshops, and
regularly offered informal manager-subordinate interactions in the workplace. The
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire and Workplace Learnings
would focus on soft skills that are useful in everyday life, which will create opportunities
for employees to have more self-awareness with the opportunity to share with supervisors
and the team. The special topics of the Workplace Learnings would also serve as an
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opportunity to obtain intergenerational perspective on organizational topics throughout
the year.
Learning about each employee first through an Information and Communication
Preferences Questionnaire would connect both managers and subordinates and give
further details to strengthen interactions of both individuals and the larger team.
Millennials from this study self-reported their need to approach things individualistically
and the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire would supply the
preferences to leaders before they find an opportunity to spend time with a subordinate.
Similarly, one of the reports of millennial supervisors in this study was they did not
receive any training on how to manage or work with their subordinates. A questionnaire
would provide some specific details self-reported by the individual employees and their
future training opportunities in the company would dive deeper into what these
preferences mean in their specific workplace or team, providing opportunities for future
growth and development of everyone in the organization through Workplace Learnings.
The second recommendation based on the research is Workplace Learnings, or
workshops, which would include topics on diversity (including generational diversity),
emotional intelligence, relationship building or team building, conflict management, selfawareness, navigating change and transition, valuing people, and communication. Many
of these topics being areas of either improvement needed for millennials supervisors and
baby boomer subordinates or practices that have already reported successful by
participants of this study but need continued focus. The recommendation is for all
mangers and all subordinates within the organization to participate in the Workplace
Learnings. The monthly workshop curriculum would initially focus on a variety of topics
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reported on the Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire.
Additionally, the special topics of the Workplace Learnings would also serve as an
opportunity to obtain intergenerational perspective on organizational topics throughout
the year and allow for any other necessary training topics. These Workplace Learnings
would last from one to three hours, depending on the depth of the topic. Employees and
managers would attend this internal training free of charge and it would be offered at a
time that is most appropriate for each organization. These trainings could create
accountability to individualized growth and development because all employees would be
expected to attend at least three trainings a year, though many more would be offered.
Trainings provide an opportunity for the organization and its management to show a
culture focused on investing in people and assist in keeping everyone in the department
and organization connected through the shared information.
The Workplace Learnings themselves could also utilize a brief pre- and postsurvey to evaluate employee comfort levels or understanding of a training topic. This
would offer insight into the best practices for the next round of training. Similarly,
follow-up conversations in regular team meetings would be beneficial to evaluate the
relevance and significance of the workshops. Adjustments to ongoing practices in the
workplace will only be noticed as strengthening interactions between supervisors and
subordinates and the downstream effects if they are monitored and evaluated.
The third proposed practice is informal manager-subordinate interactions which
could provide another cultural signal of the importance the organization and managers
place on building connections with employees. The more informal environment provides
a different level of accessibility to managers and subordinates, which was identified as
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necessary by the millennial supervisors of this study as they noted the value of finding
and strengthening relationships beyond work. These more informal offerings include
luncheons, brain breaks, coffee chats, social hours, outings, or service.
Conclusion
Based on findings from this study and the review of literature, conflicts in the
workplace may arise between generations. Reports of both unsuccessful and successful
practices between millennial supervisors and baby boomer subordinates confirm the
importance of strengthening relationships and reducing the effects of stereotypes on
workplace interactions. Similarly, the alignment and misalignment of each generations
expectations in the workplace signifies the importance of moving past assumptions of
generations and acknowledging each individual in the workplace.
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Appendix A
Table 1: Generational Differences
Table 1
Generational Differences
(Arsenault 2004; Balda & Mora, 2011; Becton et al., 2014; Gallup, 2016; Martin &
Ottemann, 2015; Zemke et al., 2013)
Generation Other Names
Years Defining Moments
Values & Expectations
Millennials
Nexters, Echo
1980Terrorism, Oklahoma Distrustful of
Boomers, Internet 2000
City bombing, 9/11,
organizations, desire
Generation, Gen
Princess Di’s death,
meaning in work and
Y, Screenagers,
Desert Storm,
measure success by
Net Generation
personal
having meaning in their
(NetGen), Digital
computers/mobile
life, lifelong learners,
Generation,
computing,
family equals happiness,
Google Generation
globalization of
achievement-oriented,
society, social media, entitled, sociability,
reality television
civic duty, diversity,
optimism, confidence
Baby
Boomers

Boomers, “Me”
Generation

19461964

Kennedy and King
assassinations, civil
rights and women’s
rights movements,
man walks on the
moon, Vietnam War,
Woodstock,
prosperity, children in
the spotlight,
television, suburbia

Achievement-oriented,
independent, in control
of destiny, respectful of
authority, loyal,
competitive, measure
success materialistically,
team-orientated,
personal gratification,
health and wellness,
personal growth, work,
involvement, optimism,
confidence
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Appendix B
Table 2: Millennial Sample Group
Table 2
Millennial Sample Group
______________________________________________________________________
Participant
Years in
Millennial
Management/
Sex
Industry
Pseudonyms Position
Age*
Supervisor Level
Tim

8

M

Technology

Older

C-Level

Brad

17

M

Construction

Older

C-Level

Jenna

2

F

Healthcare,
Military

Older

C-Level

Kendra

3, 5

F

Non-Profit,
Development

Older

C-Level &
Manager/Director

Samantha

9

F

Banking

Older

Manager/Director

Katie

2, 12

F

Retail,
Hospitality

Older

C-Level &
Manager/Director

Marcus

2

M

Higher
Education

Younger

Manager/Director

Leah

6.5

F

State
Foundation

Younger

C-Level

Andrea

1

F

Municipal
Events

Younger

Manager/Director

Becca

2

F

Volunteer
Management

Older

Manager/Director

Rob

10

M

Manufacturing

Older

Manager/Director

Mike

1.5

M

Logistics

Older

Manager/Director

Carly

5.5

F

Financial

Older

Manager/Director

Jonathan

1.5

M

Healthcare

Younger

Manager/Director

________________________________________________________________________
*Older Millennials (born 1980 to 1990)/Younger Millennial (born 1991 to 2000)
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Appendix D
Recruitment Email
The below paragraphs will be included in an email to solicit participation in the
qualitative phenomenological study. The informed consent and participant bill of rights
will be attached to the email.
(Insert date)
Dear Participant,
My name is Ashley Lang and I am a doctoral candidate in the Interdisciplinary
Leadership program at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska. I am contacting you
because I am beginning the research process for my dissertation in practice, and I would
like to invite you to participate in my study.
Some observers and managers have reported differences in workplace attitudes and
behaviors between baby boomers (now ages 56 to 74) and younger employees (now ages
20 to 40). I am interested in your own experience with subordinates of different ages.
The purpose of this study is to identify the practices and gather accounts millennial
supervisors report using with baby boomer subordinates and distinguish whether
practices are helpful or unsuccessful.
If you agree to be a participant in this study, I will ask you to participate in a one-on-one
interview lasting no more than 60 minutes. In addition to individual interviews,
participants may be asked to engage in follow-up discussions, and/or permission to
examine personal artifacts/documents, to comment on transcripts, preliminary findings,
and the final narrative. There is no remuneration for participation in this study. It is
completely voluntary, and you may decide to leave the study at any time.
If you have any questions about this dissertation in practice or your participation in the
study they can be directed to me via email at AshleyLang@creighton.edu or via phone at
319-239-7801 or my dissertation chair, Dr. Tracy Russo (TracyRusso@creighton.edu). I
have attached the informed consent as well as the Participant Bill of Rights for your
review.
Thank you for your consideration in participating in this study.
Respectfully,
(insert signature)
Ashley R. Lang, Ed.D Candidate
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Appendix E
Social-Behavioral Research Informed Consent
(Insert date)
Dear Participant,
My name is Ashley Lang, and I am a doctoral candidate in the Interdisciplinary
Leadership program at Creighton University. As a part of the program, I am conducting
an original research study exploring the practices millennial supervisors report using with
baby boomer subordinates. I am requesting your participation for this study.
Participation will entail Zoom interviews by the researcher, me, with 30 millennials (born
1980-2000) who supervise baby boomers (born 1946-1964) in the workplace. Should you
choose to participate, interviews will last approximately 60 minutes each. Each interview
will be audio-recorded and saved in a secure digital file. Recordings will be transcribed
by a third-party transcription service and names and organizations will not be mentioned
in transcription.
This study is completely voluntary, and you are able to withdraw from the study at any
time with no consequence. It is not anticipated participants in this study will experience
risks any greater than might be experienced in everyday life. Participants will not be
compensated for participation in this study. I anticipate this study may provide an
understanding on how employees of different generations can best work together. There
are no direct benefits to the participant.
We will do everything we can to keep your records confidential. However, it cannot be
guaranteed. We may need to report certain information to agencies as required by law.
The records we collect identifying you as a participant will be maintained and stored in a
secure digital file with back-up copies in a secure data center and codes will be used to
identify participants. Records that identify you may be looked at by others. The list of
people who may look at your research records are:
• The investigator
• The Creighton University Institutional Review Board (IRB) and other internal
departments that provide support and oversight at Creighton University
We may present the research findings at professional meetings or publish the results of
this research study in relevant journals. However, we will always keep your name and
other identifying information private.
You are free to refuse to participate in this research project or to withdraw your consent
and discontinue participation in the project at any time without penalty or loss of benefits
to which you are otherwise entitled.
The Creighton University Institutional Review Board (IRB) offers you an opportunity
(anonymously if you so choose) to discuss problems, concerns, and questions; obtain
information; or offer input about this project with an IRB administrator who is not
associated with this particular research project. You may call or write to the Institutional
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Review Board at (402) 280-2126; address the letter to the Institutional Review Board,
Creighton University, 2500 California Plaza, Omaha, NE 68178 or by email at
irb@creighton.edu.
Please see below for a Participant Bill of Rights, should you choose to participate in the
study. I am happy to answer any questions there might be concerning participation in the
study. I can be reached on my cell phone at 319-239-7801 or email at
AshleyLang@creighton.edu.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
(insert signature)
Ashley R. Lang, Ed.D Candidate
Bill of Rights for Research Participants
As a participant in a research study, you have the right:
1. To have enough time to decide whether or not to be in the research study, and to
make that decision without any pressure from the people who are conducting the
research.
2. To refuse to be in the study at all, or to stop participating at any time after you
begin the study.
3. To be told what the study is trying to find out, what will happen to you, and what
you will be asked to do if you are in the study.
4. To be told about the reasonably foreseeable risks of being in the study.
5. To be told about the possible benefits of being in the study.
6. To be told whether there are any costs associated with being in the study and
whether you will be compensated for participating in the study.
7. To be told who will have access to information collected about you and how your
confidentiality will be protected.
8. To be told whom to contact with questions about the research, about researchrelated injury, and about your rights as a research participant.
9. If the study involves treatment or therapy:
a. To be told about the other non-research treatment choices you have.
b. To be told where treatment is available should you have a research-related
injury, and who will pay for research-related treatment.
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Appendix F
Interview Protocol
Interview Protocol: Millennials Supervising Baby Boomer Subordinates
Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer: Ashley Lang
Interviewee: Proposed Sample – millennials who supervise at least one baby boomer
(for a minimum of one year)
Position of Interviewee:
Thank you for agreeing to talk to me for this research study focused on millennials
supervising baby boomers. Some observers and managers have reported differences in
workplace attitudes and behaviors between baby boomers (now ages 56 to 74) and
younger employees (now ages 20 to 40). I am interested in your own experience with
subordinates of different ages.
The purpose of this study is to identify the practices and gather accounts millennial
supervisors report using with baby boomer subordinates and distinguish whether
practices are helpful or unsuccessful. I want to remind you that your comments and any
observations made will remain confidential and anonymous. I ask that you read the
consent form before we start, and if you feel the need to stop, take a break, or clarify
anything please feel free to do so.
Questions:
1. Tell me about your role in your organization.
a. How long have you been in your current position?
b. What has your career path been like overall?
c. What do you value most about your organization/job?
2. Considering your older subordinates as a group and your younger subordinates
as a group, are there differences in their work performances? In what ways? To
what extent?
3. What has been your experience supervising baby boomers?
a. Were there points of contention? Tell me about one that stands out.
i. How did you address these? What actions did you take?
1. Did these action/this action successful?
b. Were there points of connection?. Tell me about one that stands out.
i. What did this look like? Was it intentional or natural?
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4. As you think about actions you took in supervising baby boomers, what sources
of inspiration or support did you call on? (Where did you get the idea?)
a. Did you get help from others in the organization? From friends? From a
training or education program? From a coach?
b. What other types of training or support would be beneficial?
5. Do you use or appreciate training or support in supervising younger
subordinates?
a. Where do you seek or obtain assistance from? (Do you seek help from
others in the organization? From friends? From a training or education
program? From a coach?)
6. How would you say people in your organization would describe baby boomers?
7. What kind of expectations do you believe baby boomers have of you as their
manager?
8. If there is something more you would like to add about working with baby
boomers that I have not asked please describe that for me.
Additional questions for depth and breadth to the above questions:
• Tell me more.
• How would you describe that in a different way?
• I would like to hear more about that.
• Would you clarify that for me?
• What was the effect of that incident?
• What were the consequences?
• What was your reaction to that behavior?
• Take me through your thought processes during that time.
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Table 3: Interview Transcription Codes and Themes
Table 3
Interview Transcription Codes and Themes

*The number in parentheses after the initial codes are the number of sections coded this way.
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Appendix H
Information and Communication Preferences Questionnaire
Favorite Method of Communication:
Email
Phone
Face-to-Face

Virtual

Text

Preferred Frequency of Communication:
Frequently
Regularly
Sparingly

As Needed

Favorite Method of Receiving Feedback:
Email
Phone
Face-to-Face

Virtual

Preferred Frequency of Receiving Feedback:
Frequently
Regularly
Sparingly

As Needed

What would you like to learn more about in our organization? Functions or
systems?

What knowledge/skills would you like to build?

How do you prefer to learn new knowledge/skills? (group training, individual training,
experiential, in-person, virtual, etc.)

What do you still have questions about?
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Appendix I
Table 4: Timeline for Implementation
Table 4
Timeline for Implementation
Date

Workplace Learning Focus/
Informal Interactions Focus

Approximate
Number of
Hours for
Training

January

Topic: Dealing With Change and Transition
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

2
1-2

February

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

1-2
1

March

Topic: Communication and Feedback
Manager-Subordinate Social

April

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Brain Break

May

Topic: My Role in the Team
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

June

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Service Opportunity

1-2
2-4

July

Topic: Technology in the Workplace
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

1-2
1

August

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Social

1-2
1-2

September

Topic: Conflict Management and Decision-Making
Manager-Subordinate Brain Break

October

Topic: Special Topic
Manager-Subordinate Luncheon

November

Topic: Company Policy and Procedures
Manager-Subordinate Coffee Chat

December

2
1
1-2
1
2
1

2
1
1-2
1
1
1

Topic: Diversity
1-2
Manager-Subordinate Social
1
Note: Dates will vary by organization needs and resources available. Special topics will
focus on the needs of the specific team at that time and incorporate the opportunity to
obtain intergenerational perspective on organizational topics.

